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i City Council News I 
~ decision and deny the proposed ~ 
~ The Berkeley Cuy Council this month subdivision She argued that thi_s was ~ 
~ dispensed with several relatively only the second condo111111ium :y 
(/J non•controvers1al items over which proposal to ever come before the cily ~ 
~ there was li11le or no public 111put. but and sufficient public 111put had not :JJ 
~ which include some major policy shifts been considered in this area. She ~ 
;;ff lor the city . moved that the Planning Commission ~ 
~ When the contract tor the Police hold public hearings on the conversion ~ 
g; DL'partmcnt psychiatrist came up for of existing buildings to co_ndo_n,1iniums ~ 
~ rencw,11, the council voted 5-1 wJth 3 and evaluate the des1rab1hty of I 
~ abstentions to ~xpand upon his condominiums. The Commission 
~ services by prov1dJ11g a panel ol should then return to the Council with 
:JJ psychiatrists and psychologists to be policy recommendations or_ regulation ~ 
;v_ used m the evaluation and screening of suggestions to be used as gmdelines for :JJ 
j Poli;,;c cand1dates. The _ 111011011 all such future requests. This mot!on ~ 
wt, provided that the panel be racially and died for lack of a second A motion ;; 
~ sexually rcprcsenta11_vc. When the 11111c. was . tl~en ~~ssed to .. grant the ~ 
~ comes tor lhe _ ('11y's Director o! subd1v1s10n with cond111ons > to _be j 
~ Per°'onncl 10 designate which member recommended by the I lannmg I 
~ of the r,ool will conduct the interview Commission. This motion passed 5•1 
..Y ol a parllcular candidate, the with llancock voting and no and a} candidate will be given 111format1011 Bailey, Simmons and Widener absent. :!: 
~ about the prospective e,:11111ner and On the recommendation of the City :J;J 
~ will be allowed 10 stipul.ne that the Clerk, the Council considered a new ! 
"'' exanuner be of the same race or sex as computerized voting process this ;; 
~ the cancl1datc. 1f he or she so chooses. month. for future elections. The :;;;r, 
~ (Councilman ~h aren voted no, county, which previously had allowed ~ 
~ claiming any ch,.1 ge was a reflection the City to transport their ballot Q1 
:fj on the current police psychiatrist, counting equipment to the City for ~ 

a};:.y Gruber. Councilpcop\e Hone. Sweeney municipal elections. reversed that ~ 
and Price abstained because they policy after the April. 1971 elections. ~ 
wanted 10 study any changes first.) The Council set a public hearing for t;JJ 

~ At the 1nee1ing of October 23 the Oct. 23 to discuss the new proposed ~ 
~ Council considered an appeal of a system and instructed the City Clerk j 
~ Planning Commission decision which to arrange demonstrations for any I 
~ gave approval to an apartment house Civic group requesting such a ,.. 
~ owner to suhdivide his property for demonstration before the hearing. 
aJ sale as condonunmms at 1728 Walnut. With the new system each voter will ~ 
i:¥ One of the tenants of the building had be given a small computer punch card. ~ 
~ appealed the decision on the basis that Each voting booth will have a small ~ 
~ she feared eviction if the owner was booklet with candidates and ballot :JJ 
~ allowed to sell the units as measures printed on it. The computer j:::L. 
~ condominiums. The owner gave card will be inserted in a machine and 
~ assurances 10 the Commission that he the baUot will be marked by punching 
iJ would not evict anyone. (The tenant holes next to the desired candidates. ~ 
~ has since claimed she is now being Councilman Bailey expressed iJ 
:/,I evicted.) Loni Hancock made a motion concern that any change in the voting ~ 
~ 10 reverse the Planning Commission procedure would cause at least a QI 

This must have hcen one of the 
most fraudulent elci.:tion 
campa1g.ns on record, Peter 
llannaford, the wcallhy Piedmont 
PR man, 1hough1 if you repeated 
the big lie often enough people 
would believe it: "/'I/ H!ork as 
hard as Dellums 1alks." All over 
C.ilifornia huge billboards blared, 
"For Farmworkers Rights . .. res 
011 Prop. 2:J. " Over a local rock 
station a voice soothingly 
proclauned, "he S endUlg the \\'or 

Viue for Pres«:lem Sixon." 
And expensive ads m a local daily 
newspaper pushed Measure M as a 
"more democralic way . ., 

Pcrl1ars scheme to 
disenfranchise students and 
double the cost of running for 
office represented 'democracy' to 
the Berkeley Chamber of 
Commerce. But the complicity of 
the League of Women Voters and 
other 'good' liberals in this fraud 
1s shocking. Answering the charge 
that the municipal election date 
was deliberately set to fall'"during 
final exams or spring vacation at 
the University, the League lamely 
responded "that students, like all 
other voters, must accept the fact 
that to exercise their franchise is 
not always convenient." How 
about setting the election for 
Thanksgiving Day so we can alJ be 
inconvenienced. 

Another question on the 
election and the League. Why 
didn't they take a stand on 
proposilions 17 (Dea1h Penally) 
and 22 (Farm Labor)? They IOok 
positions on Propositions 3, 6, 7, 
8. 9, ]4, 20, and 21. Could our 
liberal ladies be showing their 
class? 

University administrators 
freaked when they read in the 
Daily Cal that the leasing of 
Peoples Park was to be discussed 
at the November 9 City Council 
meeting in Pauley Ballroom. 
Paranoia anyone? 

With her exposure of the 
mismanagement of Berkeley's 
marina, Evie Wozniak has forced a 
serious investigation of future 
marina development. Wozniak 

began resc,m.:hing the manna 
fmandal s1tua11011 Im Coundlnr 
IIJncock and discovered that an 
rncrcd1blc .. np-off" of public 
lands was m prugress whii.:h she 
recently described 1n 
GRASSROOTS \lier her 
discovery she interested Urban 
Care in the problem and together 
they convinced the Planning 
Commission that a hard look was 
needed. The hard look convmced 
the Plannin~ Commission. It has 
rccommend~d that the second 
loan not be approved unless 
facilities for low and moderate 
incotne people are included in 
Marina plans. If a modest 
restaurant is bu ill, if low-cos1 
waterfront recreational ac11vities 
are organized. it is thanks to the 
persistence of one person Fvie 
Wozniak. 

What is gomg to happen to the 
Neighborhood Preservation 
Ordinance put before the City 
Council by the People's llousmg 
Council? This ordinance, in an 
effort to end planned destruction 
of fla1!and neighborhoods by 
commercial interests, halts 
construction of structures in 
zones ra1ed R-2A and higher (big 
ticky•tacky apartment and office 
buildings) unless approved by the 
Board of Adjustments. This 
restriction would be effective 
until the City Zoning Master Plan 
is revised, hopefully with a great 
deal of down.zoning to protect 
neighborhoods. But there isn't 
much support for this measure on 
the council. Hone, Kallgren, 
McLaren, Sweeney, and Price 
probably would rather have 
zoning controlled by lhe Board of 
Realtors. Bailey and Simmons are 
concerned that halting 
construction will keep blacks out 
of Berkeley and hurt minority 
contractors. lf the proposal isn't 
passed, the People's Housing 
Council will begin gathering 
signatures for an initiative for the 
spring municipal election. Sounds 
Uke the rent control scenario 
repealing i1self. If ii goes to 1he 
people we can expect the same 
verdict. 

.---------------,l~'Al~~;m~~'i-Council 
Growing Keep Grassroots 
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mimmum of confusion. Berkeley's 
long list of candidates in recent 
municipal elections 1night necessitate 
having more than one page of 
candidates for one office which Bailey 
claimed would be more confusing th,rn 
the present system of having one long 
ballot wilh an unlimited number of 
candidates possibk. (Proponents of 
the new sys1cm daun it could 
i:i.:omoctate up to io i.:and1t.la1 es on 
in~ page.) 1 hey alsn da111 this S}Stem 
.1 prescntlv b( n JSCu n r.rn;, areas 
ft ,e stJtc \\ t 1 ro nroblc 1s 

1 he ~on h.l 1r tins nC\\ s)-stem 
wa .ippro,cJ with a 1,,1JUSI.! wh1d1 
v.oulC pernut the city t·> i.:ani.:cl all~ 
one trial election. The n1te was 5 yes, 
Baiky and Simmons no, Hancock 
abstaining. and Widener absent. The 
first election 10 use this system will be 
the Rent Control election on January 
23. 

GRASSROOTS 

The Council did not meet on Oct. 
30 because 11 was the fif1h Tuesday of 
October and they are scheduled to 
meet four Tuesdays each month. The 
meeting of Sovember 7 was postponed 
to \:ovember 9 because of the 
election. 

ARLENE SLAUGHTER 
~1Zetdt4/SW/lla 

Specializing in the Unusual 

6436 Telegraph, Oakland 

Office 658-2177 
Eve. 849-2976 
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Rent Control Convention Chooses Slate 
On November 12, 1972 several hundred people at the 

Berkeley Community Rent Control Convention nominated 
the following slate of candidates: 
Barbara Dudley 
Marty Schiffenbauer 
Karen Stevenson 
Bill Walker 
Ella Walker 

The election for the Rent Control Board will be held 
January 23, 1973. 

Power to the People! 

It is up to the tenants and 
homeowners of Berkeley to pro
tect the rent control law; no one 
else will do II for us. Our responsi
bility as residents and voters of 
Berkeley begins long before the 
Rent Control Board elections on 
January 23, 1973. The whole 
community must participate m 
drawmg up a platform and select
ing candidates who will carry out 
its wishes. 

To ensure the election of such 
a boar~ tenants and homeowners 
need to have a strong organization 
and a cohesive platform. 

An open community Rent 
Control Convention took place 
November 11 and 12 at Longfel
low School to draw up a platform 
and select a slate of candidates. 

Platform Issues 
Some of the platform issues 

which have been discussed in 
small workshops and which were 

included in platform discussion on 
the convention noor Saturday 
were: 

I. What is Just cause for 
evictions? 

2 Guidelines for fair rent. 
3. How the Rent Control 

Board will treat failure to pay 
rent and cases of hardship. 

4. Improper use and abuse 
of property. The board's role 
in enforcing the landlord's and 
tenants' obligations in main
taining rental units in safe and 
healthy conditions. 

5. Weight to be given by the 
Renl Control Board to housing 
conditions in deciding rent 
adjustment and evictions. 

6. Discrimination in hous
mg. 

7. Possibility or tenant 
unions setlmg rent adjustments 
m collective bargaining with 
landlords. 

( 

Shepuds of Justice ... the present Berkeley protection racket was evident 
October 2.5 when indignant te11ams wne preventrd from a"esting big landlord 
and rent freeze ~•iolator, Lawrence Shepard, by tire Berkele.v Police 

P.I.G. News 
Edrtor's Note: P.I.G. stands for 
Police Issue Group. 

By Paul Foreman 
The problem of police 111 

Berkeley 1s closely tied to national 
and state politics. Nixon's victory 
gives him the power to increase 
repressive attacks on the left 
mo.,.ement. 

I le will have the chance to 
further pack the Supreme Court 
with persons of Rehnquist's 
reactionary ideology. We can 
expect more and more grand Jury 
w11ch-hunt mvesugat1ons of 
radical political acti.,.ity, more 
linutations on the right 10 trial by 
a jury of one's peers, the renewed 
use of the death penalty, and 

continuation of repressive policies 
such as indeterminate sentencing. 

Control by the political right 
of the police apparatus on a 
national scale and its inclination 
to increase attacks on the left 
underscores the need for political 
and community control of 
Berkeley's Police Department. 

continued on page 16 

The Rent Control Amendment nusdemeanor. Berkele} Police. 
wils deliberately \\riuen to allo\\ however. S:1\\ no "iola1ion of the 
the elected board much leeway m law. and came to ··keep 1he 
deternumng the housmg policy peace:· and, of course. prote..:t 
changes tt will initiate and imple- property. 
ment. Besides attending City Coun~il 

The housrng situatmn m Berke- meetings and organi11ng dcmon
ley 1s in cnsis a crisis caused by st rations. Berkeley md1v1duals and 
a bureaucratic sys1em designed for groups who favor rent control 
and by banks, real estate specula- have become intervening defcn• 
tors and large landlords who dants in a law suit brought by a 
through exploitative means put group of landlords agamst 1he 
profit and property before Rent Control Amend,nent. Inter-
people's needs ... ening parties mclude Ron Del-

Supporters of rent control have lums, Ilona Hancock. Oceanview 
heard the City Council, in meeting Committee. Fair Rent Committee. 
after meetmg, vacillate and com- ASUC, and several members of 
pronuse on the Rent Control Law Berkeley's Planning Comnussion 
that was passed last June and This lawsuit is clearly the land
which reflects the majority will of lords' last, desperate attempt to 
Berkeley. City Council actions defeat rent control. 
ha"e only reaffirmed our position Who Will Control the Board? 
on the need for rent freeze en- Landlords in Berkeley, backed 
forcement now and the election by extensive funds, will undouht
of a Rent Control Board pledged edly run a slate of candidates for 
to a tenant-oriented platform. the Rent Control Board a slate 

Community Actions whose loyalties will be to private 
Arest-a-Landlord-Day was a property and profit and not 10 

direct respons~ by angry tenants necessary housing reforms. 
to rent freeze violators, particular- We must fight such a slate. The 
ly in buildings owned and man- platform drawn up on o"cmber 
aged by real estate investmeni 11 embodies the economic, social, 
companies in the city. Tenants and environmental aspects of 
attempted a citizens' arrest of housing needs in Berkeley. The 
Lawrence Sheppard, of Sheppard candidates selected are pledged to 
and Co. Really, for rent increases the Community Rent Control 
by hjs company in direct violation Convet,tion·s platform. 
of the rent freeze law, which is a The board to be elected Ill 

JJnuJry must not onl) l'.Jrry oul 
the bureaucratic fun..:tlons of 
ele..:ted officials. it must also scel... 
and hee,d tenam mput Jnd partid
pat1on to adm~\e decent. Lm 
housing for Berkele) 

Support the Rent Control 
Comention·s pla1form ca11dida1e~ 

for an effective Rent Con1rol 
Law. l'0mmu111ty input J11d ai..:11ve 
suppon is a nccessit). All Po,\er 
to 1he People. 

Sponsor1; of the Communit~ 
Rent Control Comenlion· 

Berkeley Community De\elop
ment Council (BCOC) 

Berkeley Tenants Or~an11111g 
Commlltcc (BTOC) 

Berkeley Black Cau..:us 
Black Pan1 her Part} 
Center for Independent Lnmg 
Fair Rent Commiltee 
Flatlands Neighborhood Asso

c1at1011 
Women ·s Refuge 
New American Movement 

(NAM) 
Ocea1wicw Committee 
RIOT 
Radical Student Union (RSU) 
Tenant Action P1ojec1 
The Coalition 

--******** 
********* 

Council Votes On Rent Control 
During September and October 

the Berkeley City Council took a 
series of important votes that 
estabHshed the city's policy on 
rent control and its enforcement. 
The votes are set forth in 
chronolog1cal order. 

I. Motion to set the date of 
January 23, 1973 for the election 
of the S members of the Rent 
Control Board. Hancock motion 
passed 8-0, September 19, 1972. 

Under the terms of the Rent 
Control Charter Amendment, the 
first election for the Rent Control 
Board has to be wtthin 180 days 
after final ratification of the 
amendment by the state 
legislature. Ratification was final 
as of August 2. An election date 
of January 231 I 973 was a 
unanimous choice partly because 
it provided the maximum amount 
of time to prepare for the 
election. 

2. Morion to instruct the City 
Manager and City Atlorney to 
take whate,·er steps are necessary, 
including legal action, to enforce 
the rent freeze provision of the 
Rent Control Charter Amend
ment. Hancock motion failed 
4-2·2 (in favor-opposed-absten
tions), September 19, 1972. 

The Rent Control Charter 
Amendment contams a pro.,.isions 
freezing all rents in the interim 
period between ratification of the 
amendment by the legislature and 
election of the rent control board. 
Many landlords have ignored the 
law and raised their rents. This 
motion represented the first effort 
to establish that the rent freeze 
was to be enforced. 

3. Motion to discuss enforce
ment of the rent freeze in 
execufr,.·e session rather than 
publicly. Bailey motion passed 
8-1, October 3, 1972. 

The next time enforcement of 
the rent freeLe was discussed by 
the Council, the City Attorney, 
Don McCullum. raised ohjed1ons 
to enforcement and recommended 

that the whole matter should be rent free1e. the City Coundl came 
discussed in executive session out of excrnt1ve session to vote 
rather than publicly. The Council do,\ 11 enforcement. 
then voted to meet a week latc1 in 6. Motion to reiain attorney 
executive session to deal with rent Myron Mosko, itz 10 defend the 
control. Rent Control Charter Amendment 

4. Motion to lake up 011 behalf of the City of Berkeley. 
enforcement of the rent freeze Hancock motion failed 2-6. 
publicly as an alternative to the October 24. 1972. 
execu1i,•e session. Hancock On October 191h Bc1keley 

Hancock Hone McLaren Price S\I. l'Cnq Widener Baile, Simmon, t..Jll):1n1 

I. y V V y V V V 

,. y N A V y 

3. N V V y y y y 

4. y N N N ' N ' 
s. y N N N y y ' 

y N N y N ' N 

y N y y V 

Key: y y., N No A AbJl11n Blank Ab'!l'nl 

motion died for lack of a second, landlords filed their first law suit 
October 3, 1972. challengmg 1he Rent Control 

The vast maJonty of the Chaner Amendment on a variety 
Council wished to hold the rent of legal grounds. The Berkeley 
control executi"e session on Tenants Organizing Comnullee 
October IO, Rent control and the Fair Rent Committee 
supporters picketed the meetmg, urged the City Council to !me 
charging that the executive session Myron Moskovitz to defend the 
was an attempt by the Council to case. Moskovitz 1s the leadmg 
hide its non-enforcement policy landlord-tenant law attorney m 
from the public. Loni llancock, California and has an unmalchcd 
the only Council member who record m wmnmg cases 
had objected to the executive establishmg tenants' rights. 
session, walked out of it m Except for Hancock and Price, the 
protest. Council members opposed h1rrng 

S. Motions to in~truct lhe City Moskovitz and wanted the caM! to 
Manager and City Attorney ro be handled by City Attorney Don 
enforce the rent freeze by taking McCullum. 
legal action against landlords who 7. Motion to have the City of 
have raised their rents in violation Berkeley support the inter.ention 
of the freeze. Hancock and BaiJey of the Fair Rent Committee as a 
motions failed 3-4, October 10, defendant in the rent control law 
1972. suil Hancock motion pa55ed 

At a public hearing on housmg 5-1-2, October 24. 1972. 
attended by a large crowd of rent The Fair Rent C'omnuttce, 
control supporters who prcs~cd sponsors of the Rent Control 
vigorously for enforcement of the Cv111inues un /Ngl" 14 
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ZONING FOR THE RICH a brief berkeley history 
by Ken Hughes 

The initial push for zoning Ln 

Berkeley came in 1914 when the 
Elmwood neighborhood (the area 
bounded by College, Webster, 
Pine and Russell Streets) 
petitioned the City Council for 
protection against a proposed 
creamery 111 their residential area. 
Two years later the City Council 

li!f~ c>f.Nl.,t,\.. 
1 .... ., :IOf-111,1.G--" t'"~ Kt 

- ~,~, lONI'. 
r:::::J Q'"-11:-4 

were adopted by the Council in 
1949. Thus, the hills were 
preserved as a rich single family 
sanctuary and the rest of Berkeley 
was left open to what the market 
would bear (see map no. I). 

During the late 50s and early 
60s the natlands became a 
profitable place to build 
ticky-tackies. Old neighborhoods 

MAPS DRAWN BY EILEEN KOPELSON 

adopted Berkeley's first zoning 
ordinance, one of the first in the 
nation. This ordinance provided 
for varying degrees of allowable 
residential density with full 
protection against industrial or 
commercial uses upon petition by 
the neighborhood. 

In 1920 the City of Berkeley 
adopted a zoning ordinance 
incorporating the 1916 ordinance 
and adding zones exclusively for 
industrial and commercial uses. 
Jus1 as in the earlier Ordinance, 
the owners of al leas1 50% of the 
frontage of all affected property 
within the proposed use area had 
to pet11ion the Council to form a 
use Lone. All unzoned areas of 
Berkeley automatically were 
zoned for general residential use 
(i.e .. houses. apartments, hotels, 
etc.). 

Hills for the Rich 
This s11ua1ion lasted until after 

World War II when 1he zoning 
ordinance was •·modernized.'. The 
City hired a consulting ftrm which 

ZONING CMAl"JGE, 
l'l"! Fl.Ari.AND~ 
r:::J • 00-WN L,:.:;,t,lt N"' 

produced a land use survey and 
revised zoning ordinance. The 
survey found that 2100 acres of 
Berkeley were being utilized for 
single family homes. The firm 
then logically proposed that the 
1100 acres of hills land be zoned 
for single family homes and the 
I 000 acres of flatlands, then used 
for houses, be zoned for 6-story 
apartments. The firm also 
proposed a "buffer" duplex zone 
around the hills. These proposals 

were disrupted by the shoddy 
construction and additional 
population imposed by the 
ticky-tacky. In 1961 hill liberals 
gained control of the Council for 
the first time. They passed a fair 
housing ordinance and also called 
for a general downzoning of the 
Oat lands (see map no. 2). 

Struggling Flatlands 
Unfortunately, a referendum in 

1963 defea1ed 1he fair housing 
ordmance and propelled Wallace 
Johnson into the Mayor's seat. 
Since the 1963 downzoning of the 

flatlands was inadequate, 1nd1-
vidual neighborhoods have been 
struggling against the exploitive 
1949 zoning designations (see 
map rro. 3). 

The proposed Neighborhood 
Preservation Ordinance attempts 
to stop the destruct ion of 
neighborhoods and loss of low 
rent housing. Its intention is to 
prevent developers from exploit• 
ing the communities of the 
flatlands purely for thetr own 
profit. At the same time as the 
Planning Commission is directed 
to review the disastrous 1949 
zoning designations, neighbor• 
hoods will be given the 
opportunity to review proposed 
projects. This privilege will 
probably result in more 
rehabilitation of low cost housing 
and less high rent ticky-tacky 
construction in the City of 
Berkeley. 

Ken Hughes is a member of the 
People's Housing Council. 

neighborhood preservation -

ZONING FOR THE PEOPLE 

by Ken Hughes 
The proposed Neighborhood 

Preservation Ordinance was 
created during the summer and 
early fall by a broad,based 
coalition of groups and individuats 
under the auspices of the People's 
Housing Council. The members of 
this coalition found unity in their 
common concern for the 
disappearance of older low-rent 
homes and their subsequent 
replacement by hlgh-rent licky
tacky or parking lots. Under 
present zoning laws (see article on 
zoning) residents usually have 
little input into decisions about 
their neighborhoods. The Neigh
borhood Preservation Ordinance 
attempts to change this situation. 

Special Use Permits 
First, the Ordinance directs the 

City Planning Commission to 
correct the various deficiencies of 
Berkeley's planning tools (e.g., 
wo high permissible densities) 
within a two-year period. 
Meanwhile, all new building other 
than the construction of 
single-family homes and duplexes 
would require a special use 
permit. Such a permit would be 
granted by the Board of 
Adjustments only after it finds 
that the new construction has 
unusual merit or value to Berkeley 
residents and meet with the 
general approval of the affected 
neighborhood. In addition, the 
Board of Adjustments must find 
that the construction would either 
provide low-income housing or 

have been planned with the 
participation of neighborhood or 
community groups. 

Demolition Controlled 
Demolitions will also be 

comrolled. The Board of 
Adjustments first must find that 
the demolition will not be 
materiaUy detrimental to the 
affected neighborhood. Finally 
the Board of Adjustments must 
find that the demolition removes 

a hazardous structure or is 
necessary to permit approved 
construction. Thus, demolition of 
residences to be replaced by 
something other than a residence 
is not allowed. 

Environmental Impact 
In additi0n., the Neighborhood 

Preservation Ordinance provides 
Protection from exploitation by 
develog:ers thlough an environ
mental impact provision. ( This 
provision d'irects the Board of 
Adjustments to determfne if a 
proposed project has significantly 
adverse environffiental effects -
for example, noise. If so, the 
Board can decline to issue the use 
permit necessary to build the 
structure. 

In all of these decisions the 
Board of Adjustments acts only 
after public hearings. Residents, 
whether property owners or not, 
within up to a I ,000 foot radius 
of the site under consideration, 
are invited to participate. 
Presently, there is no legal 
provision for neighborhood 
consideration of most projects. 
Those few projects where such 
consideration is part of the 
proces~ allow only for the 
notification of property owners 
300 feet up and down the street 
from the site. 

lniliative Drive 
Because of the Neighborhood 

Preservation Ordinance's require
ments for neighborhood review of 
proposed construction and 
stringent environmental impact 
provisions, it is highly doubtful 
that the pro-developer City 
Council will have passed the 
Ordinance at the scheduled public 
hearing, ovember 9th. Thus, the 
Ordinance will probably be cln 
initiative by the time Grassroots 
hits the streets. 

If you wish to help on the 
drive to place 1he initiative on the 
spring ballot please contact Loni 
Hancock's office (841-0370) or 
the Ecology Center (548-2292). 
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'Voter 
registration 

by Mike Fullerton 
Isn't everyone already registered? 

ot quite. It is unfortunately the case 
that since our part of Berkeley's 
population is so transient that we must 
do voter registration for every 
election. Ten thousand new voters 
were registered for the city election of 
12_71 although excel1ent registration 
dirves had been conducted for the 
primary and general elections of 1970. 
Those I 0,000 new voters, only 10% of 
which were Republican, were clearly 
the margin of difference in electing 
Widener, Hancock, Bailey and 
Simmons. 

Voter registration statistics for the 
last six years are available in 
Councilwoman Loni Hancock's office. 
An abridged version of these statistics 
appear on this page. The basic 
statistical message is that new 
registrants are always more radical 
than the population as a whole and 
each registration drive shifts the 
Berkeley electorate a little more to the 
left. It is time now to move still 
further left both for the January 24th 
rent control board election and for the 
critical city election on April 17th. 

The Facts 
Anyone who voted in November is 

still registered and will remain 
registered for the next two years. 
Anyone who did not vote in 
November must reregister. Anyone 
who moved more than 30 days before 
an e!ection must reregister in order to 

be eligible to vote in that election. 
Registration closes 30 days before 
each election and anyone moving 
within 30 days of an election may 
return one last time to his old polling 
place. 

What You Can Do 
Post this article and make sure 

everyone you know is properly 
registered. Be on special lookout for 
new arrivals and persons turning 18. 
Convince students still registered at 
their parents' address to change their 
registration to Berkeley. Make sure 
anyone who will be absent votes 
absentee. If you were a deputy 
registror this summer call 841-0370 
and find out how you can pick up 
registration books and help again. If 
you want to become a deputy registrar 
or help in other ways call 841-0370 to 
find out what you can do. 

The last day to register to vote for 
the January rent control board 
election is December 24th. 

Anyone who will be I 8 by an 
election day is eUgible to vote in that 
election and may register in advance of 
his 18th birthday. All new residents 
are immediately eligible to register; 
there is no waiting period. Persons 
wishing to register may do so at 
Berkeley City llall, lhe Ecology 
Center, any fire station or with any 
deputy registrar. 

BERKELEY VOTER REGISTRATION STATISTICS 

Month/Year Total Demo Repub Decline to State p & F 

Nov/1966 71.000 45,000 22,000 3,000 

Nov/1968 70,000 42,000 18,000 3,000 7,000 

Nov/1970 75,000 52,000 16,000 5,000 3,000 

Nov/1972 93,000 67,000 14,000 9,000 2,000 

Women's 
A conference of Berkeley 

women designed to move the 
women's movement into a new 
stage - beyond anger - will be 
held December 2nd at the Unitari
an Church, Cedar and Bonita 
Streets, begjnning with coffee at 
9:30 a.m. Many women working 
on the different aspects of 
women's needs - health, child 
care, housing, welfare, etc. - ha Ve 
felt a need to bring together the 
numerous organizations and indi
viduals to create a more powerful 
voice for those women seeking 
significant Social change. 

It is expected that one result of 
the conference will be the forma
tion of an umbrella organization 
that will be both a communica
tion network for Berkeley 
women, and also a vehicle for 
political and social action. The 
conference will be concerned with 
long range problems - how 
women can help each other move 
toward wholeness as a counter to 
the dominat thinking that creates 
destructive barriers between male 
and female, black and white, 
rational and emotional, mind and 
body. The women's movement is 
rethinking power arrangements 
too, lo9king for new ways to 
share power and rotate power so 
that it benefits groups rather than 
privileged individuals. "Win or 
lose" values are no longer accept
able to many women who want to 
see a value system based on coop
eration and egalitarianism. Wonien 
also know that collective strength 
comes from individual psychic 
strength, and the movement has 
had its greatest successes so far in 
working from the base of con
sciousness raising sma11 groups, 
where the growth of personal 
power is encouraged and support
ed. 

Conference 
A large part of the conference 

will be workshops in the issue 
areas of concern to women: chil
dren's programs, child care, 
health, education, housing, job 
restructuring, Third World 
women, high school women, older 
women, women in prisons. Speci
fic action proposals in each of 
these and perhaps other areas will 
be developed. These statements 
will be the basis for sponsoring 
the group's own candidates, if a 
political party is created, or for 
endorsing other candidates for 
city office in I 973. In either 
event, the women's voice is ex
pected to become a stronger one 
in the months ahead. 

For further information about 
the conference call Joan Levinson 
525-6970 or Nancy Sellers 
841-3006. 

New Women's Center 
for Berkeley 

A group of women have begun 
to make plans for a new Women's 
Center in Berkeley. Current plans 
include a storefront center 
focusing on providing information 
and referrals, advocacy, mental 
health services, and a place 10 

relax. What the center becomes 
will be determined by what the 
women in Berkeley want it to 
become. llelp is needed from any 
women interested in the project. 
Meetings are held Monday nights. 
For information call Elaine 
Zimmerman, 848-1352. 

************************************ 
Charter Re'li'iew Committee News 

At its meeting last Monday 
night the Charter Review Commit
tee voted to begin discussing alter
native forms of government, start
ing with decentralization. The 
motion discussed called for wide 
consultation with community 
people and neighborhood groups 
to determine: (I) their needs and 
problems relative to the central 
government of Berkeley; (2) how 
they would like to see that 
government changed to meet their 
needs better; (3) what they think 
would be the best method of 
achieving decentralization. 

Charter Review Committee 
(full committee) 

Blections Subcommittee 

Finance Subcommittee 

Physical Environment 
Subcommittee 

Social Services Subcommittee 

Charter Review Committee 
(fuU committee) 

Interested Committee members zation. It is critical that the 
will make presentations on differ- process of discussing decentraliza
ent types of decentralization at lion be itself decentralized and 
the next CRC meeting (Nov. 13, involve as many community 
8:00 p.m., Health Dept.) The people as possible. Anyone inter
format for subsequent meetings ested in decentralization is urged 
on decentralization has not been to attend CRC meetings and parti
adopted yet it is essential that cipatc in discussions. Interested 
the left unite behind and insist people can also contact Sandra 
upon the right of community Martin,841-5179. 
groups to wide participation in KPFA will be taping these 
these discussions. One way to do discussions on decentralization. 
this would be to hear reports from Watch GRASSROOTS for 
neighborhoods fol1owcd by public announcements of broadcasts. 

hearings held throughout the Subcommittees of CRC will con
community to discuss decentrali- tinue their research on the differ-

Monday, Nov 13 
8:00 pm 

Assembly Room, Health Dept. 
2121 McKinley 

ent areas of city government and 
the way they are presently func
tioning: 
Social Services Subcommittee: 

Nov. 20, 8:00 p.m., Health 
Dept. (Police, health, educa
tion etc.) Will continue inter
viewing heads of Departments 
and employees to try to deter
mine how they function. 

Finance Subcommittee: Nov. 20, 
8:00 p.m., Conference Room, 
Ground Floor of City Hall. Will 
continue interviewing heads of 
Departments and employees to 
determine how they function. 

ON DECENTRALIZATION 
Assembly Room 

Physical Environment Subcom
mittee: Nov. 20, 8:00 p.m. 
Council Chambers. (llousing, 
zoning and land-use) Members 
plan to propose that the sub
commit tee continue to discuss 
problems of zoning and land
use by talking to neighborhood 
groups and considering the 
Neighborhood Preservation 
Ordinance. 

Elections Subcommittee: Nov. 20, 
8:00 p.m., llealth Dept. 

** All meetings are open to the 
public. Interested people are 
urged to attend and participate 
freely. 

Monday, Nov 20 
8:00 pm 

Monday, ov 20 
8:00 pm 

Monday, Nov 20 
8:00 pm 

Monday, ov 20 

Monday, Nov 27 
8:00 pm 

llealth Dept. 

Conference Room 
Ground Floor, City llall 

Council Chambers 

Council Chambers 

Assembly Room, Health Dept. 
2121 McKinley 

Much confusion has surfaced in Berkeley concerning the advisa
bility of instituting decentralization as part of our city government. 
As the Charter Review Committee continues its work the pros and 
cons of decentralization will be brought forth. A distinction, 
however, needs to be made at this time between a .. form of 
government" and "decentralization." Some common forms of 
government are: city manager-council, strong mayor, weak mayor, 
large council. Decentralization is not a form of government. It is a 
term used to describe the aspect of city government that puts power 
in the hands of neighborhoods or districts - the power to make 
governmental decisions which affect their areas of the city. It can be 
applied to any form of government, but obviously fits better with 
some than others. 

•• All meetings are open to the public. Interested people are urged to attend and 
participate freely. 
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Forced Relocation for Deaf and Blind? 
By Merry Blodge11 

After I 05 years in Berkeley, 
the Cal1forn1a Schools for the 
Deaf and Blind may be forced to 
leave their 132 acres and 

52 buildings and move to 
separate sites elsewhere m 
California, depending upon a 
decision to be made m the next 
month or so by the Department 
of Fducation in Sacramento. 

Both the Deaf and Blind 
Schools need extensive repairs and 
re novation m order to meet fire 
and safety standards; neglect of 
prior requests for maintenance has 
occasioned some need for repairs, 
and new state regulat1ons applying 
to deaf and blind children have 
called for others. By this spring, in 
time for the new state budget, the 
decision must be made whether to 
repair the CSD and CSB buildings 
in Berkeley or to abandon the site 
and start building from scratch 
elsewhere in the state. 

The California School for the 
Blind (CSB) is the only one of its 
kind in the state, serving 125 
children, most of whom have 
multiple handicaps in addition to 
blindness. The School for the 
Deaf (CSD), serving 479 children, 
has a Southern California 
counterpart at Riverside. Both are 
free residential schools, 
administered by the State 
Department of Eduq11ion, headed 
by Superintendent Wilson Riles. 

Shakey Grounds 
Although conclusive 

seismographic iQformation is not 
yet available about the Berkeley 
site, the possibility of earthquake 
damage to t)le schools is cited by 
Sacramento as the major reason 
for moving the schools from their 
present location, rather than 
renovating the buildings on the 
Berkeley campus. Stringent new 
statewide earthquake standards 
for school construction and major 
repairs, in a bill signed by Gov. 
Reagan this July (Alquist SB 
689), forbid any construction on 
"an active fault." U.S. Geological 
Survey maps indicate that two 
traces of the Hayward fault run 

earthquake evaluation does not 
rule out the Berkeley site," says 
Frank Delavan, Finance 
Department consultant now 
studying the schools' options. 

Another oprnion comes from 
Mr Gene Greenlief, parent of a 
graduate of the School for the 
Deaf: "I have been a contractor 111 
San Francisco for 40 years," he 
says, ''and that is good land for 
buildings. The state has an 
investment of $25 million there 
now, and it would take at least 
S50 million to build adequate 
faciluies else where. 

Money Talks 
The other cnteria for the 

decision about retaining or 
moving the Schools is financial. 
The State Department of Finance 
has joined the Education 
Department in studying the costs 
of renovating the Berkeley 
buildings and the relative costs of 
new facilities for the Schools 
elsewhere. Over 34 potential sites 
have been considered on state or 
federal land throughout Northern 
California but none are in the 
Bay Area. The alternative sites 
most often mentioned are in 
Fresno (for the Blind) and Napa 
(for the Deaf). 

The bonanza that might come 
to the State from the sale of the 
valuable Berkeley site is 
mentioned only indirectly, 
although some observers believe 
this could be the major financial 
consideration involved in a move. 
A study of the current facilities 
merely mentions that "(a) 
possibility exists that a portion of 
this valuable campus, if not 
required by the School for the 
Deaf, could be sold to private 
interests, particularly that steep, 
unused portion, east of the 
campus." Part of the land east of 
the campus is currently leased to 
the Park District. 

"The State could get millions 
for this land," argues Hector 
Aguilar, a construction engineer 
who is a parent of two deaf 
children now at the School for the 

Waring St. entrance. Letters missing from the sign are typical of 
repairs needed at the schools. Hills to the east "could be sold to 
private interests. " 

through the campuses of CSD and Deaf. .. But it is in our best 
CSB. 

However, presence of a fault 
does not necessarily preclude 
building on the site, so long as 
school buildings do not actually 
straddle the fault lines. "The 

interest to stay. We have a record 
of producing the most 
sophisticated duldren in the 
nation in the Berkeley School; 
that won't happen if we are 

moved off ro the country.'' because of family and personal 
Staff, Parent) Oppose a Move commitments; lugh-calibre staff is 

the request, the legislator~ put 
$25,000 into 1he budget to study 
the need for kitchen repairs: by 
the 1972 budget, the study scope 
wa3 broadened to include a study 
of all of the facilities at both 
c;chools, fur a total of $43,000. 

Although the CSD and CSB drawn to the Bay Area, not to 

adnunistra11ons are officially rural California. 
neutral about the State's volunteer programs with the 
alternative plans for the schools, University of California and other 
among the staffs and among the colleges, student leaching pro
parents there is strong opposition grams in Special 1-.ducation,junior 
tO a move away from the Bay college programs for the deaf in 
Area. the Bay Area. 

This feasibility study, however, 
released in July, found most of 
the bmldmgs at the School for the 
Deaf to be 1n sarisfactvry 
l'O,tdition. The study recom
mended that the School for the 
Blind be placed Wl a level site to 
accommodate multi-handicapped, 
but found that the Deaf School 
could absorb the Blind School's 
campus. In all, 21 of 28 buildings 
al the Deaf School and 5 of 12 
buildlllgs at the Blind School were 
found standard and quake 

An Ad Hoc Commirtee to central location so that children 
Presen-e the California School for can easily be transported home 
the Deaf has been working against for weekends and holidays; BART 
a mo,e since the possibility was service will facilitate day-programs 
announced ; they have called and job-training. 
meet111gs of staff and parents with cultural and social opportunities 
representatives of services to the in the Bay Area, and participation 
adult deaf, and presented a panel in Boy Scouts, local churches and 
of speakers to a mass meeting of service organizations. 
300. The Employees Council at realistic contact for deaf chil
the School for the Blind also has drcn with an adult deaf com
opposed the relocation. Both munity, which the students will 
groups report that over 9CY'0 of someday become. 
the staff and faculty at both This is not the first trouble the 

resistant. 
Headlines, howe"er, were made 

by the Fire Marshall's recomme rt· 
dation to close the schools, 
released in June, although it was 

schools are against a move. California Schools for the Deaf 
The staff, faculty and parents and Blind have seen in their 105 

••• ~"'ii"';;' joromo~j:" , ... ~, 

~@ $ 0 [0 
schools do not believe their decade, private and public insti- feasibility slU<ly. Jn accordance 

tutions have expressed interest in with the Fire Marshall's arguments are becoming known in 
the Departments of Education 
and Finance where the decisions 
about the schools are to be made. 

"We are fighting what we 
consider a myopic attitude," says 
John di Francesco, president of 
the CSB Employees Council who 
is, himself, blind. "The two main 
criteria for location of the schools 
seem to be safety and money. We 
are not against safety, but we also 
have a grave responsibility to 
educate, and a real part of 
education is our involvement with 
and through the community." 

the land, and staff and parents recommendations, Dr. Riles 
have organized efforts to keep the ordered both schools closed. 
schools where they were. These rulings have since been 

U.C. Med School Site modified, to allow the schools to 
In the mid-1960's, when the make interim repairs while staying 

growing University of California three years or fewer, and longterm 
at Berkeley was investigating the repairs if the schools remain in 
possibility of a full-fledged Berkeley. 
medical facility here, the site of The Fire Marshall's findings 
the Deaf and Blind Schools was were due, in part, to 1971 
mentioned as a potential medical legislation defining blind and deaf 
site. Today, rumors abound which children as .. non-ambulatory." 
suggest that the University is still This classification - protested by 
interested in that land for a mmy deaf and blind adults -
medi'-al or a para-medical facility. re~uires special fire protections, 
This is firmly denied by the wide doors, etc., for the children 
Chancellor's office. at the Schools. Other 1971 

Other rumors suggest that the legislation extended the powers of 
prime 132-acre site might be sold the Fire Marshall to inspect and 
to a private developer - at a big close buildings for code violations. 
enough profit to the State to The State Doesn't Care 
permit entirely new facilities to be The fate of the Schools for the 
built elsewhere. Even if only Deaf and Blind will be decided by 
single-family units were to be the highest officials in the 
?uilt on that land or a portion of "cabinet" of the State Depart-
11, that could spell big profits for a ment of Education. The officials 
developer, so long as the City of will consider the reports of their 
Berkeley did not restrict use of investigators in the Departments 
the land by zoning. of Education and Finance. 

The other problem that the Although they are still considering 
Schools for the Deaf and Blind Berkeley as an alternative site, the 
have had to face in recent years is reports are not optimistic at this 

The staff and parents at both 
schools are concerned about the 
prospect of being uprooted from 
the metropolitan Bay Area to 
isolated semi-rural locations where 
the state has found available land. 
Both the CSD Ad Hoc Committee 
and the CSB Employees Council 
have lambasted the most promi
nently mentioned relocation sites 
of Napa (deaf) and Fresno (blind) 
as a move 50 years backward in 
the education of deaf and blind 
children, by removing them from 
a metropolitan setting to rural 
isolation. They note that future 
jobs for the bUnd and the deaf 
will Likely be found in 
metropolitan community. 

3 a state of general disrepair. Staff time: 
members complain that their "We have senous questions 
requests for additional exits and about remaining in Berkeley at 
other safety measures have been this fime," says Barry Griffing of 
made without success for 20 the Education Department. 

Why The Schools Must Stay 
The Ad Hoc Committee and 

the Employee Council cite other 
reasons the schools should remain 
in the metropolitan Bay Area: 
-facilities and services for deaf 
and blind available here: Walport 
Center Workshop, California 
Industries for the Blind, programs 
with Oakland Technical High 
School and Berkeley schools; 
Mental Health Services for the 
Deaf, Channel 4 Newsign (news 
for the deaf), East Bay Counsel
ling and Referral Agency for the 
Deaf, Registry of Interpreters for 
the Deaf, clubs, sports and 
churches for the deaf. 
-trained, professional staff 
including faculty, counselors and 
non-professional staff, many of 
whom would be unable to move 
or would suffer personal hardshi~ 

years. In ordering the Schools The expressions of the Ad Hoc 
closed, they say, the Fire Marshall Committee to Preserve CSD and 
cited items for which staff had the CSB Employees Council will 
requested corrections m past be transmitted to the Education 
years. "In my opinion," says Committee by Assemblyman Ken 
Barry Griffing, Assistant Chief, Meade and State Senator Nick 
Division of Special Education Petris. 
~ho directly oversees the Schools,' The Committees urge persons 
'these schools. should have had interested in retaining the schools 

large infusions of funds in the in Berkeley to write to Dr. Wilson 
I 950's for general maintenance, Riles, Department of Education in 
and for some reason, these funds Sacrament?, to Governor Reagan, 
did not come." and to their local legislators. 

Satisfactory Condition Jf,. Jf,. Jf,. 
The c,urrent problems of the Merry Blodgett has written for the 

Schools for the Deaf and Blind Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists 
began in J 971 , when the and the Bay Guardian. She is a 
legislature was asked for funds to neighbor of the Sclwo/s for the 
remodel the kitchen at the School Deaf and Blind and a member of 
for the Deaf. Rather than granting the Women's Radical Political 

Caucus. 
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GRASSROOTS HEALTH CARE SUPPLEMENT 
FINANCIAL 
EXAMINATION 

EMERGEN .. 
EMERGENCY 

More than 2,000 people use 
Herrick Hospital's emergency 
room each month. For those with 
cash in their pockets or Medi-Cal, 
Medicare, or private health 
insurance cards in their wallets, 
treatment is subject only to the 
"usual" delays. But until recently 
many people without cash or 
eligibility cards in hand suffered 
long delays or denial of treatment 
in accord with hospital policy. 

Until the summer of 1971 
Berkeley residents and visitors had 
to deal individually with this 
problem and others in finding 
adequate emergency medical care. 
In June 1971 the Berkeley 
chapter of the Medical Committee 
for Human Rights (MCHR) set up 
a complaint table at Herrick. The 
complaints they received included 
inability to get treatment of a 
serious or emergency medical 
problem because the persons 
could not establish their ability to 
pay and painful delays in being 
seen and treated by a doctor even 
if they could pay. 

"No Problems Here" 
MCIIR and other white and 

black health groups in Berkeley 
brought these complaints to the 
hospital administrators and 
demanded, among other things, 
free emergency care and adequate 
staffing to eliminate long delays. 

c::=:;, 

Herrick refused, and MCHR 
brought the matter to the City 
Council. 

Some 250 people overflowed 
the Council chambers in 
November I 97 I for a public 
hearing on Herrick's emergency 
room. One person told how his 
treatment for painful second 
degree burns had been delayed 
until he could guarantee payment; 
another described a ?-hour wait 
while bleeding from the rectum; a 
third told of being turned away 
while hemorrhaging and cramping 
from an intra-uterine device 
inserted by Herrick the previous 
day. 

Herrick's administrators denied 
there were significant problems. 
They claimed that Herrick cares 
for all "true emergency" patients 
without regard for ability to pay, 
and that "drop-in" patients with 
medical problems that are not 
"true emergencies" should not be 
overloading Herrick's emergency 
room anyway. Drop-in patients 
should go to their own private 
doctors or to Highland Hospital, 
many miles away. 

The City Council referred the 
issue of emergency services to the 
Berkeley Community Health 
Advisory Committee, appointed 
by the Council. A subcommittee 
on emergency medical care was 
established and reported back to 
the full committee with a draft 

z 
MEDICAL 
EXAMINATION 

report in March of this year. Their 
report confirmed MCHR's and the 
community's charges. They noted 
complaints from those who 
received treatment concerning the 
long waits (as much as 7½ hours), 
discourtesy of the physician or 
other hospital staff, excessive 
costs for care received, wrong 
diagnosis and treatment, 
transportation problems and 
more. The most serious problem, 
the report concluded, was the 
failure of the emergency room to 
treat those without cash or proof 
of acceptable medical insurance. 
"True Emergency" or "Drop-In'' 

The subcommittee answered 
Herrick's distinction between 
"true emergency" and "drop-in" 
patients. The hospital's working 
definitions of "true emergency," 
the subcommittee reported, 
apparently "exclude from 
coverage treatment for fractures, 
many kinds of bleeding, and 
certain heart and lung complaints 
viewed by consumers as 
'serious.'" MCHR's complaint 
table had turned up some 
persuasive evidence. A woman 
with a fractured foot could not 
get a wheelchair to carry her into 
the emergency room until her son 
proved that she had money. A 
man in severe pain with burns 
from a motorcycle accident was 
questioned at length about his 

insurance before being treated. A 
diabetic on insulin with large 
amounts of sugar in his urine was 
turned away without treatment, 
for lack of cash; although feeling 
weak and in potential danger of 
falling into a diabetic coma, he 
was forced to ride the bus for 45 
minutes to Highland Hospital. 
Herrick was not treating many 
"true emergencies" without prior 
determination of ability to pay. In 
contrast, the subcommittee noted, 
Children's Hospital in north 
Oakland "turns no one away from 
its emergency room." 

The report noted a second 
feature of the distinction between 
"true emergency" and "drop-in." 
"The hospital will normally treat 
financially-solvent persons for any 
complaint, but the indigent are 
treated onJy in the instance of 
what is termed a 'true 
emergency.'" MCHR had pointed 
out the invidious consequences of 
this distinction. While tlcrrick 
blames "non-emergency" patients 
for tying up their emergency 
room, MCHR argues that people 
who are sick or in great pain 
cannot always distinguish between 
a serious condition needing 
immediate medical attention and 
a non-serious one. A bad headache 
may be due to tension, but it 
might be a brain hemorrhage or 
brain tumor. Herrick's policy is 

Continues on page 12 

ONLY A BEGINNING "diseases" that kill them curable or preventable' Is heart 
disease, the number one killer in Berkeley as throughout 

This section of GRASSROOTS provides information the U.S., related to the way we handle stress in our 
about health services in Berkeley - official facilities like society' How many deaths from cancer of the lungs and 
Herrick Hospital and "alternative" services available from stomach could be prevented by cleaning up the air we 
community clinics. There's also news about community breathe? How much of the higher death rate of black 
and worker health struggles in New York, Seattle and children, compared to the same age group of white 
across the Bay in San Francisco - the efforts of other children, is attributable to the poor nutrition that goes 
people in other places from whom we can learn and with with low income? 
whom we can share our experiences. In a future issue we'll look into the latest "reform" -

But this is only a beginning. In future issues we plan to pre-paid group practice - being pushed by corporate 
deal with many aspects of health and medical care in health interests and the Nixon administration. Will this 
Berkeley. plan, modeled after Kaiser, be controlled by doctors, 

We will look closely at Kaiser Health Plan - its benefits banks and insurance companies, government bureaucracies, 
and its problems. The 30 percent of Berkeley residents or health workers and the community? Will it improve 
who are Kaiser members must go outside of Berkeley for health care for Berkeleyans and other Americans, or will it 
all medical care, including emergency services. Berkeley only increase the profits of doctors and financial corpora-
city ambulances will not transport Kaiser members to tions? 
Kaiser hospital in Oakland, yet Herrick will not treat We'll continue to look at the existing health system, 
Kaiser members unless they pay cash on the line. community and worker struggles to change it and alterna-

We'll also look at Berkeley health statistics, comparing tive health services by and for the community. These and 
Berkeley's health and disease to the rest of California, the other issues in health and health care will be the focus of 
nation, and other countries like Sweden, China, England news articles and thorough analysis. 
and Cuba. Why do nearly twice as many black babies as Articles will be written by health activists, people 
white babies die each year in Berkeley? Why arc Sweden's involved in health care services, and others with knowledge 
infant mortality rates lower than Berkeley's - even com- they can share. We invite readers to submit articles, suggest 
paring the death rates of white babies only? issues we should deal with, and send us complaints and 

What do most people in Berkeley die from? Arc the praise of Berkeley's health services. 

~ • .-.-.. ftftft • .,. ~ • .,. ... ...,. ..,.. •ll'tJ.1'"J1s••················· r..i,-.w;••t:1.\1.-...-T.»••.,,~ ... -...~t•• ......... ~..r.,CD'J.,"tftr-_c--._."P§...:r:J7~ 
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HEALTH CARE SUPPLEMENT 
····················~······································· Health Workers in Berkeley 
·············································••************ · · . . , . through them. I he health care provided 1s competer.t, 

Community health services d1dn t 1ust happen. And d tha ne would ex ect from understaffed, 
they weren't provided by a benevolent health system. more addvdanced n .0 d f .1.1. p 

T · • . outmo e un erequ1ppe ac1 1 1es. 
hese alternative healt_h services were organized b_y Secondiy these facilities provide services worth several 

people blac~s and whites who recogn1Zed their million dollars if calculated at the rates prevailing in 
commun1t1es tremendous unmet ~eeds for SOME hca_lth mainstream medicine. The three community clinics this 
care. The groups t_hey s~rve-~ainly poor and working year will provide for approximately 46,000 patient 
class black~ _and hip _whites without money-ha~~ fe:" .. 1 -the Free Clinic alone about 34 000. Yet this year 
health facil1t1es accessible to them. Charity medicine 1s visi s I" . h b 1j t d ' ey from city tax 
both degrading and inferior. "Mainstream" medicine is ~nl~ one c ,n1c as een a oca e mon 

expensive. . . . unF;5~ally, all the clinics ultimately suffer from lack of 
The health workers interviewed in these two pages are rd·nation and communication among community 

dedicated to improving the health of the communities they ~~~It~ workers. The intense commitment of clinic workers 
serve. They deal with ~veryday probl 7ms of _d_isease a_nd to serve the urgent health needs of their communities 
health, but also the social and economic cond1t1ons which sometimes leads them 10 a kind of parochialism. They have 
generate and aggravate disease among many of our sisters no surplus of time or energy to coordinate efforts of all 
and bro th ers. the clinics or fight together for more funding. Their 

The interviews are not intended as a directory of competition for scarce money weakens their ability to 
alternative health services. These pages are intended to work for their common interests, and it prevents their 
inform people in Berkeley about the state of health care in struggling together against the health care system that 
their communities. We hope the articles will help increase provides lavishly for hospitals, insurance and drug 
communication among those struggling to improve the companies, medical schools and doctors' salaries. 
health care of all the people. GRASSROOTS hopes that it will contribute over time 

Three points stand out as common to these health to increasing community interest in health care needs, 
workers and their services. First, they serve thousands of improving support for these clinics and community groups, 
people who do not get health care from the major and ultimately replacing present medicine-for-profit with a 
institutions and forms of the medicine-for-profit system as health care system that is controlled by the community 
it prevails-Alta Bates and other private hospitals, private and health workers and provides first class health care for 
practice medicine, and the back-up services available all the people. 

······••******••·······••******•*••························~ 
started. Sickle Cell Anemia Program 

Needs Funds for VD Fight She pointed to the sickle cell 
Regarding the Berkeley I lealth anemia program as an example of 

Department, he said, they don't successful community education. 
seem too bad, but we've never For example, nationally, in the 
really gollen anything from them various clinics of the Black 
The Department has not provided Panther Party, over 100,000 
any money or equipment for VD people have been tested for sickle 
although the Clinic is doing major ceU anemia. These mass screenings 
work on VD control in Berkeley. have uncovered vital information. 
Hackett said that $800,000 would She said that in some areas, the 
bee a conservative estimate of the clinics discovered that as high as 
value of the labor the Clinic does ..,.. ___ .,.. 14% of the black community were 

The Berkeley Free Clinic serves for the people of Berkeley. The "Whom shall we serve?" is the afmcted with sickle cell anemia, Chuck McAllister, former Navy 
more patients than any other Clinic has an operating budget of question to ask of American which is ~uch higher than the medic and first coordinator'._gf 
public health care facility in the $60,000, with about $30,000 medicine, said Audrey Jones, usual offic~al average ra~~ of 1_0%. street medics during People's 
city more than 700 medical and covered by the State and $20,000 coordinator of the George But that is ~ot _surpnSmg Smcl Park, speaks from a long history 
several hundred psychological from benefits and donations. That Jackson Peoples Free health hard!~ anythmg is known ~bout of work in community organizing 
visits a week. Most of the people still leaves a $10,000 deficit, clinic. Medical care is not separate the di_sease. Although the disease around medical care needs. 
who visit the Free Clinic are not which Hackett believes the city from capitalism, she said, because was discovere~ some 60 years ago, McAllister is now involved in 
covered by any medical plan;yet, should pay. if the medical service was not hardly anything was done about ISCCF (lntercommunal Survival 
this ma JOT institution serving The clinic is also a major geared to capitalism then it would it. "The medical_ e~tablishmen,! Committee to Combat Fascism, 
Berkeley people is getting no medical training place for manifest itself in adequate only \~orked on I~ smce 1971, 1415 Stannage Street), in 
money from the City. Don Berkeley people. A six-week medical care for the people. she said. She pomted o_ut_ th~t northwest Berkeley. 
11 acket t' former worker- training course will prepare a The clinic is one of the survival nowhere except at the clm1c dtd ISCCF 
coordinator of the Clinic spoke to person to be a medic, and it takes programs of the Black Panther any 1:1edica~ facility do sickle cell ISCCF, which was organized at 
us of these and other problems about eight months to start Party and as she explained the anemi~ testmg as p~rt of~.r~gular the United Front Against Fascism 
and also on the strengths and working at top level and to be clinic is to serve to show through sc~eemng. Sue~ big fac11Jttes as Conference in Oakland m 
evolvingnatureoftheClinic. able to do cultures and pelvics. example how we can struggle and Highland ~Ospital do not ha~e November, 1969, now involves 

Hackett believes that the The psych emergency people go work. "It will be a long struggle," regula~ sickle cell ~nen_ua many people who had worked 
conservatives on the City Council through a six-week course and are she said. "But no matter how screenmgs although they will give mitially in various Peace and 
and the people they represent trained to deal with people complicated, work must be done occasion~! p~rsons tests if the case Freedom Party Collectives 
have decided that there is no way sllffering from drugs and drug for the goal is to have society seems to indicate. concerned with issues such as 
to reconcile things, and that they abuse. A lot of the workers are itself restructured," she People_ Advocacy .. community control of police, and 
are going to make matters as hard pre-med people, and it is a drain continued. In the George Jackson Anot~er thmg that the chmc who are presently applying the 
as possible for clinics and the on the clinic when they leave for Clinic, their primary interest is ~tresses is people advocacy. For pnnciples used there to the task 
people they represent. This feeling medical school. There are not as ipreventative care and attention. in stance, when they ~e~er of neighborhood-based organizing 
was probably intensified after many street person workers as "In the U.S.," she went on to say, someone to a doctor or a chmc, for medical needs. As McAllister 
passage of rent control and the there once were. Hackett beUeves "millions are spent on buildings they go with them to. make sure sees it, the primary task: for 
demonstrations last May, he that the clinic has been successful and staff compared to what comes they get a full analysis and th~t ISCCF - or any community 
be!ieves. at de-professionalization. Most of down into the community on they . unde~stand what .1s organization - is working 

Not only is the Clinic having the people doing service deHvery preventative medicine. The whole happenmg wi~h them •. She said door-to-door to build a firm base 
hard times, but things are also are non-professionals. idea of the clinic is to reach that doctors d,d get uptight about of community involvement. To 
worse for many of the people who Typical Patients people before they get sick and their g~ing into :he exa~ning this end, ISCCF has a wide range 
use the Clinic. Hackett believes The clinic's most typical that is why we do the screening room with the patient but if that of community workers, some of 
that people on the Avenue are patient is a 23-year-old white that we do." They do screening happens they talk afterward to whom continue in full-time paid 
more down and out and are male, unskilled, unemployed, and for VD, TB, various blood tests the doctor to make sure that there employment so that others can 
having less fun. These problems a three-year resident of the Bay and for sickle cell anemia, in is adequa_te information and devote their time to organizing 
are shown by the actions of some Area. About 40% of the patients addition to having regular medical understand mg. . . and working m the community. 
Avenue "regulars" who come in are women, with a similar hours. "Poor people," she said, Emergency and Profit Motive_ More People With Medical Skills 
each night and hassle the workers background to that of the males. "don't go to a doctor unless they One b_ig pr~blen, for the e~tlre ISCCF presently operates a 
and patients. GeneraUy, the Clinic Hackett says that the medical feel sick and often then it is too commumty is that essentially training center for first aid and a 
keeps or permits the people to clinic as a whole doesn·t do very late.'' So that is why the there IS no emergency service in medical station. In addition, they 
stay there as long as they can put weU in getting feed-back from screenings and health education the whole of Berkeley. This _aga~ operate a poison control program, 
up with them. although patients. However, there is much are so important a part of the lS re_la_ted to the profit motive~ a child care program for 22 
sometimes the psych people and more feed-back in the rap center. clinic's program If people are medicine. Doctors who work m children, a free plumbing and 
the medical people disagree about He stressed that you have to know educated to look for something in the emergency room make sure maintenance program with a 
this. Hackett said that this downer a lot to get good medical service, the early stages then it is much tha_t they have their fee and the community resource file, and a 
feeling stems from the great dope and thai most doctors wilt never easier to help. mam concern _is ~he fee not the free window replacement service. 
fanzine in the summer of /969 tell you. The clinic beean sendmg service. One tncident that the CaUs from the community 
when a lot of reds and smack continued on ,x.ge 13 continued on page 13 fluctuate. The center gives 
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HEAL TH CARE SUPPLEMENT 

************************************************************ -- View From Within 
patients first aid and then sends 
them on either to one of the other 
free clinics or to Highland 
Hospital. Often a worker will 
accompany a patient m the 
ambulance and stay with him or 
her in the hospital tf necessay. On 
occasion, center workers have 
been with a victim for half an 
hour before the ambulance comes. 
In one mstance while 
accompanying a child in the 
ambulance McAllister corrected 
the ambulance worker's unproper 
operation of the oxygen machine. 

Here, the presence of a trained 
person was crucial, and the 
incident reinforces McAllister's 
conviction that more people need 
to have basic medical skills in 
the1r heads and hands. In 
demonstrations or any suuation 
which may require emergency aid, 
medical help should be there with 
the people, not directed outward 
from a center somewhere else. 
ISCCF itself offers instruction, 
and people interested in medical 
training can also get 1t at the 
Berkeley American Red Cross. 

Ambulance Service 
McAllister points out, however, 

that he believes that the Red 
Cross is racist and fascist and 
clos,Jy tied clos,ly to the 
Berkeley Police Department. The 
police operate the ambulances and 
are trained m first aid. This police 
tie with ambulance service may be 
related to Berkeley's problems 
with emergency care: It is not a 
robicidence that decent, fast 
ambulance care is one of the 
major unmet needs of people in 
Berkeley. You may not need an 
ambulance all the time, but when 
you need it, it has to be there, and 
right away. 

continued on page 13 

Any advancement is a plus. 
Sarah Walker; of West Berkeley 
Health Center, speaks from her 
years of experience as a 
community person trying to get 
decent medical care for West and 
South Berkeley commumty. The 
West Berkeley Health Center 
located at 6th and University: 
grew out of demands for a health 
facility 1n that area put forth 
pnmarily by the West Berkeley 
Neighborhood Association of 
which she was a member. When 
Alameda County removed Its 
outpatient facility from the 
building, community people 
dem.1nded a service there m the 
community to replace the vacated 
faciltty so that people would not 
have to go to Highland. Ms. 
Walker explamcd further whom 
Lhey were seeking to serve: 

Help without Humiliation 
A lot of the voluntary poor 

know how to look for services. 
But there are people Uvmg in this 
area for years and they do not use 
the services that are available 

Now, West Berkeley 1s reaching a :he health situation m Berkeley, information gamed from trying to sen·e 1he entire 
lot more of the people that we see md how this affects their work consultation with doctors. For comrmmity the hip, the straight, 
as part of our target population. ..To Control Our Own li\.-·es" example, the women learn to do the elderly, the poor those who 
These people are people who Why did they choose direct pelvic exams, such as the need help. People think we are all 
generally live in this geographic service instead of other means? bi-manual. which is an exam straight and that we ,viii 1101 

area, have a fixed income, may We thmk it turned out that way designed to feel the mside of the cooperate with their needs. but 
not be working or because it was partly from the vagina, uterus and ovaries. we don't nrike rrrJral judgmellls. 
underemployed, they don't seek needs of the women who ,vere utilizmg two fingers, inserted in For example. if people want a 
aid, they do everything they can starting it themselves. le was more the rectum, pushing forward, and vegetarian diet, we 71 help them to 
to hold on to their tiny homes; exciting to take ronrrol of your one hand pressmg on the make sure it's balanced. 
they go without medical care, go own medical care. I think we want abdomen so that you can feel the But there is a basis for a lot of 
without adequate food to to leam to take that kind of uterus. etc. in between. As the fear people have. In Richmo,id, 
maintain this little bit of control over our own lives. You women said, It's the nKJst exciting they use a punitive approach to 
independence. We here at West VD and often threaten jail 1f tire 

Berkeley try to show them --------------------i patiem does not rel,'eal his ur her 
services that are not demeaning. parmer. llowever, this is not true 
We try to lel them know that they in Berkeley of the public health 
can use our services and not be ...,...,..,______ workers. We really try to deal 
humiliated and also get quality with people's lll'esas they are. not 
care. ~IZ!!l.dlli"':2~·~ as 1f we were directing their lives. 
Relate to Traditional Institutions Some people in the free clinics 

One of the biggest blocks for may see the Health Department 
people is lack of money to pay for ,vorkers as straight and inflexible, 
care when they need it. The and while that may be true of the 
Center is constantly under ___ ,,,_."'°"._ administration, it is not true of 
financial stram, and is the workers. Often the ,vorkers 
understaffed for the work people commit time on weekends, 
need it to do. West Berkeley is witholll pay, because they are 
different from a lot of the needed then. 
alternative climes in Berkeley, 
Walker explained. The Center tries 
to have a relationship with 
traditional institutions. Art 
Stewart, Director of the Center, is 
on the Advisory Board of Herrick 
Hospital, and one of the Herrick 
board people is on the West 
Berkeley Governing Board. The 
Center sees this as a reciprocal 
arrangement that can bring about 
mutual understanding and one 
necessary to get better medical 
care for the area. West Berkeley's 
governing board is unique in that 
nine community persons and six 
agency persons are on the board, 
and the community people are in 
control. 

It is easy for city and large 
institutions to ignore people that 
they don't serve, but Walker 
believes the health centers fill this 
void. However, Alameda County 
should put more of its resources 
back into the Berkeley 
community. 

continued on page J 6 

The Department 
and the City 

Bclchik also sees that the free 
clinics are often closer to the 
community than the Public 

'IIealth Department as a whole: 
The Department should be able to 
advise people about what is 
happening in the departmelll and 

can 'r advocate or ask someone to exam because it's inside you. It what !heir services are. llowever, 
change unless you have some idea takes a while to know what an communil"ation is poor both ways 
what you're asking them to ovary feels like. between thefreeclinicsandthe 
change to. How do patients feel about the department b_ureaucracy. The 

Wednesday night is Women's pelvic exam? Some patients come department sn/1 wants to . tell 
night at the Free Clinic. Often up in a little nervous because they are.them how and why to do tlungs. 
to SO women are waiting for used to a doctor, but they . She also .feels t.h.at the recent 
service, and the collective can't generally dig it. Doctors, even if City Council dec1s10n . to ~und 
handle that many. So the first they don't know what they are only one o~ the alternative_ clim~s 
priority goes to women who have doing, come across as if they do. was ~ot fau. As she explamed 1t, 
no money and .. no coverage, such So they 'I/ do the pelvic and not the cit~ ~as a duty t? fund all the 
as Medi-cal. Although the show their uncertaillly. We are a free cLimcs, and to smgle out one 
collective feels really badly about lot better about expressing our when. the_y all perform needed 
having to tell women to go uncertainty. function~ 1s not corr~ct. 
elsewhere for service that may be Belcluck also beheves that City 
lousy, at )east these women are Hall is not responsive_ to health 
getting some sort of medical care workers, .and that desP_1te pressu~c 
instead of none at all. from radicals on the City Council, 

In addition to its Wednesday ~he city bureaucracy remains 
women's night at the Free Clinic, tm~mne to presures to. change 
the collective also runs a their methods of operatmg and 
storefront where they give their relationships to their health 
information on birth control, care workers. 
abortion counseling, doctor Achievements and 
referral lists, and general Problems of Local 535 
community health education. And Belchick claims that Local 535 
this month they are showing a has been instrumental in helping 
senes of movies. The storefront is health care workers to achieve 
just as important as the clinic, some real gains from the City. The 
according to the women, who You're either part of the health department workers whom 
believe that a big effort to educate problem or part of the solution: Belchik represents in the union 
people about available health care translated into Berkeley's recent are about 60% female, of whom 

"/ am becoming roore and has not been made. The /lea/th history this has usually meant that about I /3 are ethnic minorities. 
more convinced that any Department puts out some the problem is viewed as being They are also among the lowest 
revolution that happens in this pamphlets, but they are just mside an institution with the paid workers in the city, while 
country, any real change is not sitcing at the He.a/th Department. solution outside. Regarding the most of the professionals an 
going to be a change of my fife By its efforts, the coUective has health scene in Derkeley, the koan white, and moSt of the 
unless stroggb"ng against sexism is become a major health education to meditate upon for Berkeley professionals are white with the 
one of the main parts of it. A facLl1ty in the city and docs a lot people would seem to be, "When higheSt paid positions gomg to 
revolution that changes the basis of free publicity for existing does the inside become the white men. 
of ownership or economic services , outside?" or how do line workers Belchtk is most proud of what 
conditions without dealing with Demystifying Medical Care within a regular health institution 535 has worked out for EEA 
how women are treated IS not a The coUective has evolved see the problem and the solution. workers (Emergency Employ1nent 
revolution. It is not dealing with different methods of tramrng GRASSROOTS talked to Mary Act, which provides federal 
basic issues of power and how themselves and also of Ann Belchik, a public health nurse money to hire workers lo do jobs 
people are oppressed." demystifying medical care. A wJth the Berkeley Public Health for which the city usually does 

Sorne of the basic political pelvic team consists of two Department and leader / not have funds). When the EEA 
philosophy of the Women's women, one of whom will do the representative of Social Service workers first came rnto the I lea Ith 
Health Collective and their reason herstory (medical history) and Employees Local 535 to see what Department, many were paid on 
for their orgamzation are will stay with the woman dunng her perceptions had been m an hourly basis, had few if any 
expressed in that statement. Two the entire clime v1s1t~ the otLer viewing the health scene m benefits, and no JOb protection. 
women, June and Marsha Jo of will assist. Thus less experienced Berkeley. There was also a large difference 
the Women's flealth Collective, women learn from more The View From Within between the pay of commumty 
talked about the collective and experienced; both share the public health workers, are rontinued on page 1 :J 
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... HEALTH CARE SUPPLEMENT 
S the hospital was placed on one an Francl

•sco year probation ~nd was required The issues raised by these year probationary accredttation 
to make man.y 1_mprovements m events Jed the SF Board of that would force the hospital to 

Pressure at S.F. General care improvements. Later in that order. to regain its _accreditation. Supervisors to commission a study solve these problems. 
For over three years San year, the Workers' Defense Usmg the probat1on Slatus as 3 of SFGl1, and during the summer In September, the new 

Francisco General llospital has Committee, led by black hospital lever, 3 new g_roup, th e Thur~ay of 1970 numerous groups from accreditation reporl was unveiled: 
been under heavy pressure from workers, successfully averted the N~n Comi:nittee, sprang mto the black, brown, Asian and wh.ite anolher one year probation. And 
community groups, hospital threatened layoffs of many exiStence m _AuguSl 197 1. communities ·using the hospital the conditions that the hospital 
workers, and professionals. As a employees. Composed of social workers, ward debated the question of who must meet in order to gain 
result of this unrelenting political Interns Strike clerks, doctors, nurses, and 0th er would conduct that study. A accreditation m 1973 are 
activity, major changes are taking Meanwhile, activity to improve work~rs, Thursday Noon council composed of community extremely far reaching 
place at the hospital. patient care conditions intensified Conun~ttee prepared a plan for a members and health providers was guaranteed budget mc1eases not 

San Francisco General is a within the hospital. In January vaSl~y improved emergency room. finalJy chosen in 1971. The studytampered with by City Hall, 
typical municipal hospital used 1971 the interns struck for four Calhng me~ti~gs of top d~ct?rs 1s presently taking place, and inpromise of continued adequate 
chiefly by poor and mi'r1ority days. Agam, the mistake of acting and admtn_1strators, prmt,_ng March 1973 is expected to offer a staffing job secunty for workers, 
people suffering from in isolation without support of leaOets, talki~g to coi:nmun!ty plan for changing the governance and an 1end to the short rotations 
overwhe,lmrng problems of community groups or other groups, ar~angmg a sessio~ wtlb of the hospital. of UC residents through the 
understaffing, depersonalization workers caused the strike to fail. May~~ Ahoto and helpmg to Anti-Pa1ient Practices hospital The hos 'I al 
of care, run-down equipment, lack But two_ months later the firs,t mobilize 200 SF~H worker.s to a But .this was only a small par admimstra.tion is alread scur~ in 
of translators, and long waits. truly unified action of hospital 1 Board of Supervi~rs hear_mg of the impa~t rnade by Thur~a about trying to figure ~ut ho! t~ 

Activism surfaced inside SFGH workers and community groups through the~ tactic~ a~d w1y1 the Noon Comm1tte~ on the hosp1_ta maRe these long overdue chan es 
in early 1970, when hospital took place. The Joint Commission ihreat of d1saccred1tat1on m the Another _mass1v~ co11:1111umt,.Y Many feel that ~h~ 
workers and interns planned on Accreditation of Hospitals, ~ background - the eme~gencYworker pubhc hearing awaited the administration f SFGH . 
strikes over issues of wages and national organization that decides room pl~n was budgeted m ~ullJoint Commission on its repeat serious t o bl J~~n 

fn'i~;::: a~:;•ho~~'i;~;t:n;,t;~~s ~~~ :~::~;r ph::f~ta~u:~:. e~!:e :'~ ~;:leroo~~ed presently bemg~~~:~~~ tourpi~~~7: :sn. T~~ ::~::~r;:nt~i:l:!l~d ea. fo~ras~;~ 

not unite on their separate inspect SFGI-I. At a public hearing underSt~ffm~, lack of ~ob secunty overhaul in the hospital's 
demands. The hospital workers before the Joint Commission, .and anti-patient practices of U.C. governance. The question posed 
closed the hospital as part of a workers and community ~edkal S~hool were documented to the workers and community of 
city-wide San Francisco representatives unloaded a torrent m d_etail. ThurSday Noon SFGH in 1973 becomes: Who 
employees' strike, but the interns of evidence of the hospital's Commtttee called for anol her one should control the hospital? 
largely backed down on patient deficiencies. The hearin~ paid off: 

~~•.•...7§.8"..,•~-4.-..":..~.,.._•..7.•,.,.~§ .. •..,~r."'t,:,'-,.,.~JA~~.;,..,.._+..,;,-..,.._•,.,.•~-
Official Trapped patJent comnuttee having 

New York 
Three days later a young substantial decision making power 

Puerto Rican woman died of gross in the Pediatric chnic. The 
malpractice during an abortion at Medicine Department is following 
Lincoln. Outraged, HRUM and suit. HRUM sees its most 

Eventually HRUM members were •""'--_. the Young Lords trapped the head important work at Lincoln as 
The Health Revolutionary arrested for demonstrating at the of Obstetrics in his office, talking to the workers to build 

Unity Movement (HRUM, office of Beth Israel's demanding and finally getting his consciousness about worker 
pronounced aitch-rum) is a administrator and were fired from ""'"'"_,.... resignation. The hospital's control and the importance of 
city-wide organization of Black Gouverneur. professional workers became unity rather than antagonism 
and Puerto Rican health workers polarized, many supporting the between patients and workers. 
in New York. HRUM has But HRUM's work had juSt action and others such as City-Wide Attack 
ar1icula1ed a widely read 10-pomt begun. During 1970 l-lRUM obstetrics residents - quitting More recently, HRUM has 
health program that begins: •'We helped initiate a series of fantastic their jobs. In August the City spearheaded a city-wide attack on 
want community-worker control events at Lincoln Hospital in the Government got an injunction the New York Health and 
of all health services in our South Bronx, one of the countrY's forbidding the Young Lords from Hospitals Corporation's attempt 
oppressed communities." The wor 5l ghettos. In June 1970, ""°·••>ll.m>.... entering the hospital and to lay off 5,200 workers. 
organization puts out a newspaper HRUM, the Young Lo r<ls, and the preventing meetings of hospital HRUM continues to be a 
Ill English and Spanish, and has Think Lincoln Committee set up a workers. growing third world health 
been a prime mover in some of complain I table in Lincoln's In November, insurgent w Ork er s' organization. 
the most far-reaching health emergency room and brought the activity returned to Lincoln with Recognizing that 70 percent of 
struggles in the country. complaints to the hospital a group of addicts supported by hospital workers are women 

llRUM began in I 969 as a administrator in the form of seven the Young Lords and HRUM HRUM is led principaJly b; 
group of health workers at the demands including taking over part of the hospital women. The success of the 
Gouverneur Health Center in community-worker control. On and successfully gaining control Slruggle al Lincoln demonstrates 
lower Manhattan. Along with the July 14, with rbe demands over the hospital's detoxification that any fundamental chan~e at a 
center's communi1y board, unheeded, IOO workers and program. health institution requires a 
ilRUM fought against the control community members occupied Lincoln continues to boil, coalition of non-professional 
of Gouverneur by its back-up part of the hospital, and quickly though in less dramatic ways. The workers, professionals, and the 
hospital. Be1h Israel, whose won two of th e seven demand s. Pediatrics Department has become community. HRUM has provided 
administrator was firing They left before police arrived to far more democratic in its the leadership for one critical part 
pro-communJty employees. arreSt th em. functioning with a worker and of that coalition. 
•tV.---..:i.•..,...,pr-§"•••~..,:,-.•.•~.~....,,....., •• -.A•~.v•.•..,7;;7"_,_-.y.•.•.:,:,;,-..,:,-.,.:e•••..,:,-.~.•.~r.~.-v-r.•.•.,;,-A..,..•~•-.-..~•...._,.. •• r • ...._-,..., ... ~...._-.~.r,g-rJ_,_•~--.•--~r~uA1:;,, .. A"J-.N, 

Seattle 
Over the past few years, Seat1le In the summer of 1971 an 

has seen the development of an event took place that brought 
1mpress1vc ne1work of free clinics, community groups and health 
with back-up services from some workers together. The Nixon 
of the city's hospitals. But many Adminis1ration tried to close the 
people working in these climes Public Health Service (PHS) 
began to re.i\ize that they were Hospital and to turn it over to 
caring for only a fraction of the private institutions. On September 
city's medical needs, and that 24, 1971 the Public Health Care 
most of Seattle's residents relied Coalition formed to keep the PHS 
on the expensive, fragmented, Hospital open and to push for 
hard to reach care provided by community/worker control in Jts 
doctors and hospitals. operation. The Coalition includes 

When _the U_niversity of workers at the PHS Hospital, 
Washmgton s hospitals cut off people receiving care at the 
their back-up services to the free hospital - merchant seaman 
clinics. the necessity of retired and active milita~ 
chall~nging !he control of l~r~e personnel and their dependents, 
hosp11als came home to free chruc and American Indians and the 
people. Al the sanie rime. a union free clinics. On September 28 the 
organizing drive was moving ixon Administration fired the 
forward in the University director of the hospital, who 
hospitals to improve conditions opposed us closing and 
for hospital workers. People began cooperated with Coalition 
to realize that the clinics and members. The Coalition built 
hospital workers had important strong community support such 
goals in common. that the House Subcommittee on 

Health came out from Washington B 1"' 1xon ues cut back the number of 
lo hold public hearings and Ad Y_ 1he summer of I 972, the employees al the hospital and 
blasted the Administration's n~imSlration broke the denied space to the Indian Clinic. 
attempts to close the hospital. pronuses made at the hearing: It The Nixon strategy clcaily was to 

-<1 IN MEMORIAM -
To P.\.L.. WHO 

COUl..t) NOT 

BE. CVR.ED 
F'OR. L..ACK 

OF MONE:.Y 

R. l. P. 

(~EST IN P<:>VER.TY) 

GRASSROOTS 

allow the hospital ro deteriorate 
and fina!Jy die. But continued 
community pressure through the 
Coalition forced the 
Administration to hire new 
workers, to start at least one new 
program, and to help provide 
back-up services for the free 
clinics. 

The PHS struggle is still on, 
,nd the Public Health Care 
Coal.ition has entered its second 
year. The Coalition has brought 
together many diverse people and 
has unified them in a common 
political goal. Its further success is 
dependent on the continued 
alliance of health workers inside 
the hospital and community 
groups outside. 

"~~---.•..r..;,-p;q--~§§AY-.t':•11 
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ECONOMIC POLITICS 
of BERKELEY 

by °Ed Kirshner and Lenny Goldberg 

The struggle for political 
control of Berkeley has so far left 
one area of most of our lives 
relatively untouched: the way we 
make a living. While the city 
government itself provides some 
jobs, the political decisions made 
at City Hall or in the streets have 
only occasional or indirect effect 
on everyone's woraday Jives. The 
types of jobs, the condition of 
work, and the size of our incomes 
are determined primarily in a 
labor market where all of us still 
function as atomized individuals 
subject to the whims of employer; 
and nuctuations in the reg10nal 
and national economy. 

This article is the first in an 
intermittent series which will 
examine the political economy of 
Berkeley; its employment, income 
and wealth ownership patterns 
and the relationship between 
economic power and political 
power. In this first overview of 
the Berkeley economy, we will 
look at what types of jobs are 
available, who the main employers 
are, and an indication of where 
power lies. 

There are about 72,000 
employees in the Berkeley / 
Albany labor market 90% of 
whom are in Berkeley itself). Of 
the total, 3 I ,800 - by far the 
largest group - are employed by 
some branch of government. 
Those who believe in the 
predominance of private industry 
as employers in a monopoly 
capitalist economy should look 
twice at Berkeley: government 
agencies employ three times as 
many people as manufacturing 
firms; three times as many as 
finance, insurance and real estate 
companies. The figures, of course, 
are not reflective of the regional 
or national economy. They 
merely demonstrate the extent to 
which the economic base of 
Berkeley is atypical for one 
reason: the University of 
California. 

The University 

composition of employees away 
from non-academic to academic. 
The present workforce contains 
many more researchers. profes
sors, etc., than service and 
maintenance workers. This 1s a 
reversal of the situation existing 
only a decade ago. 

The crunch on non-academic 
workers by the University (a 
reduction of one•third in their 
numbers in the last S years and 
the resultant speed-ups) has 
provoked labor struggles on 
campus and encouraged union 
organizing. However, the great 
power of the University has 
managed to resist workers' efforts, 
and has even weakened organizing 
moves. As a consequence, the pay 
scales of service and maintenance 
workers have been kept down and 
in some cases have even been 
reduced. At present wage levels, 
many non-academic employees 
can't afford to live in Berkeley, 
especially not in the campus area 
due to exorbitant rents. 

Even though the University is 
the major economic power in 
Berkeley and the primary 
employer in the dominant 
governmental sector here, there 
are other employment sectors 
which can be said to at least hold 
their own relative to general 
employment patterns in Alameda 
County. Berkeley has about its 
fair share per capita of workers in 
manufacturing, construction and 
wholesale and retail trade; about a 
third more of jobs in finance, 
insurance and real estate; and 
almost double its share of hospital 
employment. 

Manufacturing 
Of the approximately 8,000 

jobs in manufacturing industries 
in Berkeley, over one-third are in 
less than IO firms which are 
subsidiaries or divisions of large 
national corporations. Such 
conglomerates as Tenneco, SCM, 
Altan, Del Monte, Colgate
Palmolive, Firestone, and Air 
Reduction are represented here. 
There is also American Bakeries as 
well as Berkeley's own Cutter 
Labs, the city's largest industrial 
employer and one of the top I 00 
corporations in California. 

The actual local political power 
of these corporations in Berkeley 
is unclear at present, while their 
mnucnce can be assumed to have 
been considerable in the past. 
However, no corporation or group 
of corporations has ever held the 
kind of key position held by the 
University here or, for example, 

Berkeley. It would probably be economy. Uverwhelmmgly, U .C. 
located on the site of the is the conduit. Federal grants 
Califorhia School for the Deaf and amount to well over $ I 00 million 
Blind which is slated to be closed annually to just U.C. and the Rad 
soon. (See article.) Cutter Labs· Lab. This represents about half 
and numerous other related their combined budgets; it is 
manufacturing, supply, service almost equal to the total value 
and professional firms also play a added in manufacture by all 
role in Berkeley as an expanding Berkeley industries; and it is 
hospital-medical center. about eight times the annual sales 

More important in terms of of Cutter Labs Berkeley plant and 
economic and political power twice the total sales of all Cutter 
than employment in the city are Labs plants. At least 75% of the 
the banks and finance, real estate federal grants can be considered 
and insurance companies. Many of directly or indirectly military 
the major banks and savings and related; Department of Defense, 
loan companies have regional or AEC, Space Administration. 
branch offices here. For example, However, beyond this there does 
Bank of America (possibly the not appear to be any major 
largest in the world, with assets "military-industrial complex" in 
over $25 BILLION) is building a Berkeley. Actually, the adjunct 
new regional headquarters on manufacturing, supply, service 
Shattuck near the BART station and professional firms seem few in 
and boasts its most valuable number in Berkeley relative to the 
branch office on Telegraph near magnitude of the direct grants. 
U.C. Some of our own local A final discernible pattern 
financial, real estate and insurance which interconnects with U.C. 
firms also have done all right for involves "agribus." The Berkeley 
themselves. A recent Chamber-of- campus is one of the leading 
Commerce type booster section of recipients of Department 9f 
the Berkeley Gazette featured the 'Agriculture grants (of course, the 
headline: "One of Nation$ total amount is only a pittance 
Largest-Mason-McDuffie when compared to the military 
Approaches Loan Portfolio of $ I related grants). The California 
Billion." Farm Bureau Federation, across 

Basic Patterns Telegraph from the new 
Almost all basic economic and Mason•McOuffie headquarters, is 

employment patterns focus on about the twelfth largest 
U.C. and its related institutions. employers in Berkeley (this is the 
As general examples, two of organitalion which spearheaded 
Berkeley's larger employers are the drive for Proposition 22, the 
Educational Testing Service and anti-farmworker initiative). 
California Industries for the Blind, Among the larger employers in 
each with almost I SO workers. the city are two agricultural credit 

Of . course, of much greater institutions; the Federal Inter• 
interest and significance is the mediate Credit Bank of Berkeley 
predominant role of the federal and the Federal Land Bank of 
government 111 the Berkeley 13erkel~y. Also on the list of larger 

employers ::ire the ational 
Canners Assoc1at1on. Challenge 
Cream and Butter Assoda1ion, 
various agricultural pn>cessers, 
packagers and equipment manu· 
facturers. !he Glidden-Durkee 
D1Yision of SC~I. and, not least. 
the California headquarters of Ori 
Monte Corporatmn (one of the 
lop ~O in California). It may J!so 
not be a coincidence that CJl-lnk 
is a diviston of Tenne(o, one or 
the largest landowners and 
corporate farmers in the Central 
Valley of Cal1forn1a. 

The Boom for \\ hom 
Believe it or not. on the surfa(c 

Berkeley has a booming economy. 
We have almost a third more than 
our per capita share of County 
employmen1. There has been over 
a 50'% increase in available Jobs 
since 1960 compared to only a 5% 
increase in population. These jobs 
are largely Ill the service and 
government categories but there is 
even a slight mcrease 111 

manufacturing employment. 
Incredibly. the onl) ..,light 
decrease recorded for employ
ment is in finance, insurance and 
real estate, In the same period of 
time, retail sales have increased 
almost SCY,:f,, while wholesale and 
service receipts and value .tdded in 
manuf.,cture have all increa,t'd by 
about 75%. In comparison. the 
consumer price index for the Bay 
Area has increased by about 40%-. 

However, many Berkeley 
residents have not benefited. Even 
though Berkeley has more t.han its 
share of jobs, it also has an official 
unemployment rate of over 8% 
and almost twice that rate in the 
predominantly Black neighbor
hoods of South and West 
Ber~ley. The situation is even 
worse than indicated since official 
figures are notoriously low. Even 
the typical Berkeley resident is 
not benefiting. While the total 
consumer price index has 
increased somewhat more slowly 
than people's income since 1960, 
the cost of housing has increased 
much faster than income. The net 
result is that the typical Berkeley. 
resident is no better off today 
than IO or 12 years ago. 

Coming Next: Who has Benefited? 
GRASSROOTS will provide its 
readers with a full analysis of 
income distribution and jobs of 
Berkeley residents 

~ 

Shakespeare 
& Co. 

Any discussion of the economy 
of Berkeley must begin with the 
Urnversity. No employer in the 
city approaches its size, both in 
terms of number of employees 
and total payroll. In fact, the 
University alone has more 
employees than all companies 
engaged in construction, manufac
turing, transportation, communi
cations, utilities, finance, insur
ance, and real estate put together. 
The University employs almost 
19.000 full-111ne equivalent 
workers which translates into 
considerably more individuals, 
since there are many part-time 
employees. Of the University 
workers, the maJority, over 
I 0,000, are classified as academic 
(i.e. professors, teaching ass1s• 
tants, researchers). There are 
about 6,000 non-academic 
employees (i.e. clerical, cafeteria 
and maintenance workers, maids 
m the dorm.itones, lower-echelon 
administrators). The Lawrence 
Rad1a11on Laboratory complex, 
sitting m the Berkeley hills above 
the campus, employs another 
2,SOO workers. 

by Standard Oil in Richmond (the ~~ ... ~..:,-r.~~AV.,,.,.• ... ~1:..• ... •••.J.v...,.~•4+~~.78"••~4:,# 
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Employment by the Universtty 
has remained relatively constant 
since I 966. l lowever, there have 
been significant shifts in the 

largest industrial corporation in PEO?LE TOUR MARINA 
California) and Kaiser in Oakland. 

Other Major Employers 
As you would expect, some of 

the major employers in Berkeley 
are commercial firms: the Coop, 
Hinks, Park and Shop, BBB, etc. 
Somewhat less typical is Spenger's 
Grotto with I SO employees. In 
terms of service employment, 
hospitals are a dommant factor. 
Alta Bates, Herrick and Cowell 
hospitals have a total of about 
1.700 employees. Berkeley is 
becoming a regional hospital 
center. Major expansi&n of 
I lerrick is already underway. And 
we can be sure that a good part of 
the medical facility bond issue 
JUSt passed on the State ballot is 
intended for a medical school at 

People's tours will be conducted to the Berkeley Marina 
in preparation for the public hearing to be held at 9 PM, 
November 28, before City Council on the $1,500,000 
State loan for additional boat berth construction. These 
tours will be leaving at 1 PM daily Saturday November 18 
through Wednesday November 22, and also Monday 
November 27 from 2528 Piedmont Avenue (between 
Parker and Dwight). Come and see the extent to which the 
Marina has been taken away from us and has been 
developed for the benefit of some wealthy people. Also 
come and make yourself heard at the public hearing. The 
public hearing will be our last chance to stop the kind of 
development occurring at the Marina and to assure that all 
future development has community input and is for the 
community. For further information call Evie Wozniak, 
843-8645. 

GRASSROOTS 
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HEALTH CARE SUPPLEMENT 
FREE OUR BODIES, FREE OUR MINDS 

We'll have more arlicles botlr 
news and analysis- abou1 health 
and health care in future issues of 
GRASSROOTS. But if you'd like 
to learn more about the health 
care sys1em and relieve your mind 
of the myth lhat the purpose of 
medicine is 10 cure disease and 
keep us well, we recommend the 
following as i;;tarters: 

Heallh PAC, Fht' Aml'rtCll11 

/lea/t/1 l:'m1nre Power, l'rof11s, 
and /'ohlllS (Vintage Books, 
1971 ~. A very readable critique of 
the health care system that puts it 
all into a clear analysis from a 
radical perspective; argues that 
power has shifted from private 
practice doctors and the AMA to 
medical school-hospital empires 
and corporations. Available at 
many local bookstores for $1.95. 

JJillw,a /or IJand·Atds, edited 
by 1hree Bay Area MCHR 
members and published by 
MCHR. Extends the Health•PAC 
analysis that corporations are 
increasing their control of health 
care; especially thorough and 
excellent chapters on drug 
companies, the heahh insurance 
induslry, and the new national 
reform of "health maintenance 
organizations" (modeled after 
Kaiser). Available for $2.25, 
including postage and handling, 
from MCHR-Billions for Band· 
-Aids, P.O. Box 7677, San 
Francisco, CA. 94119. 

Anne Somers. llea!1h Care in 
Tra11saio11 (Hospital Research and 
Educational Trust, 1971 ). A 
liberal analysis of health care 
problemii and solutions; clear 

presentation of lots of data on 
health care. Available for S2.95 at 
some college textbook stores. 

1/ealth·l'AC RulletU/, a fine 
monthly bringing you information 
and coherent radical analysis on 
health and health care problems, 
institutions, and community and 
worker struggles. Yearly subscrip-
tions are $7 (students can have it 
for SS) from f!eaJth·PAC BuJJetin, 
17 Murray St., New York, NY 
10007. 

****** 

be taken to Herrick or Highland 
hospilals. 

Free Clinic staff members are 
beginning to resent their role of 
giving free labor to let the present 
health system off the hook. While "Spare chante for the Free Clinic" 
the clinics' volunteer medical . Th ff f these 
iaffs treat oor eo le in poor and it seems to benefit them more e e ect . o 

;acilities wiih :or pequiprnent, than it does anyone else. Doctors ~ e co 111 mend at Ions, . if 
Alta Bates is pbuilding a $l6 now work under contract _lo 1mplemented,wouldbetoproV1de 
1 illion addition to their hospital Herrick's eme~gency room with equal cmer~ency care for all 

11 1-1 • k d $54 OOO Herrick charging all emergency Berkeley residents and ensure that 
a~dr 011err~~!Jc :~1:~iins. ' a roo~1. patients "prevail!ng_ emerg_ency services would . be 
Y a • P , . physicians fees," guaranteeing orgamzed and run for the medical 
Co~l~;•tteB!r~:l~ommci~~1~~:~~ty doctors at least S 15 per hour and needs of the co_mmunity r~ther 
Health Advisort Comm.it tee's dividing excess fees among the than for the profit or c~nvemence 
re art on emer enc medical care doctors, pro.rated for the nur_nb~r of the doctors and hospitals .. 
atfem ts to de!I wrih the clinics' of hours worked less th~ hospHal.s But the Health Advisory 

, • • • ex lofted role as well as the need sha~e for bookkeeping. This Committee has ~ot even bee? ab~e 
Alta Bates S 16 m1lh~n expansion . . fo; refinancin and reor anizing P?hc_y averages and equally to approve theu subcomm1t~ee s 

EMERGENCY Med1•Cal and requmng more lhan all e,ner enc g care ser~ces in d1stnbutes bad de~ts ~mo~g the report and for~ally present 1t to 
emergency care, shall be Berkele .g Th{ report calls for a doctors who put m time m the the City Council. For months the 
1r~nsferred by . ambu!ance t_o task ftrce on emer enc care emergency room, and thereb~ Council has been una.ble or 

F,nm page 7 • II1ghland Hospital 1f their . r f g '?' f puts a floor under doctors unwilling to agree on appointment 
:1nnther example of two-ciao;,; condition permits.•· ~onsi~ mf O r;presentatives 0d emergency room earnings and to fill the six vacancies on the 
medicine: tht -;e with money or Anyone coming to the ospita .s. r . oc!ors,h a~h stabilizes that portion of their 21·member committee. Interest 
medical 1nsur.1ncc ger treated, emergency room is supposed.'~ be ~~~ns:~~;;~y :~~ICS~o:r~t ;~r~l a inco~. While !,he do_c~?rs split and involvement of committee 
\\ bile 1hosc wnt-out cash or seen and treated by a phys1c1an. . .1 ti t k f t the kitty, the benefit to the members is low, and few monthly 
eligibility cards are 10 bear However, H~rric~. _reserves the ~~~{~0 ~uton a ~:or a!niza~~~~• 0~ p~tient is that now you'll get one meetings succeed in drawing an 
··non•emergency·· medical righ1 to provide 11111ml tr~atment emergency facilities~ 11 calls for bill, instead of two, although t~e I I-member quorum. (For i:nore 
~mb!cms to some disran1 clinic and 1hen refe_r the patten,~ ~or coordination of county and city a'.nount is abou1 the same m on .the, ~ealth Advisory 
for the poor. olhcr care in accord w11h emergency services with some eJther case. Committees phghl, see box.) 

l lemck's argument. that too accepted medical practice.-•· That county financial support for The most imn~ediate impact on What Is to Be Done? 
many people especially those same standard was !he basis under facilities in Berkeley. emergency 1ned1cal care would The prospects for 
without insurance or ~ash use the old policy for some patients The report recommends that come from three other i m p I e m e ~ t i n g t h e 
the eir~rgenc~ ro?m mstea_d_ of being denied . treatm~nt for "lhe compensation of physicians recomn~endations. The recommendat1ons of . the 
consuhmg their pnva1e phy_s1c1an, fractures, bleedmg, burns, and providing emergency room subcomnuttee recommends that: emergency care subcommittee 
assumes that everyone has h1~ own other complaints the doctor treatment at Berkeley facilities the city pay for emergency seem dim at the moment. The 
family doctor. Many ~eople In the judged were no1 "true should not be directly dependent care of indigent Berkeley residents quality of existing emergency care 
Easl Bay have no private ~octor emergencies.'' upon the volume or nature of treated at any Berkeley facilities needs careful assessment, but no 
and could_ n~t afford one 111 an?' Whether all who come to ~he work performed but instead on an (including clinics) and Olildren's one has volunteered. There ~as 
case. Herrick s emergency room 1s emergency room are receiving hourly rate." This proposal is Hospital, Oakland; been no follow•up to .determine 
the only. nearby place for many trea1ment and whether this new ambiguous but seems to caU for Berkeley residents treated at whether or not Herrick's new 
people JO Berkeley 10 g? for policy has reduced delays in being Herrick to hire doctors on a Berkeley emergency facilities but policy on providing emergency 
treat1nent when they are sick or seen and treated is not clear. salaried basis. lacking third•party coverage for room treatment without regard to 
hurt. l lerrick says the policy is being Herrick instituted a new policy emergency treatment be billed on ability to pay is being foUowed. 

The only fully adequale scrupulously followed - but they overnin physicians' fees at the a sliding scale; and Only community interest and 
solution to this PJOblem would be said the sa.m~. thing ~bout all "true ~me tin~e that its new policy of patients seeking care at pressure exerted on the Council, 
1he est~bhsl11nen1 . of health cm~rgencies receivmg treat~1ent. treating all persons was supposed Berkeley facili:ies s!1'1ukl not be the Health Ad.visor~ Co.m~ittee, 
centers m e~ery neighborhood, Ne1the~ the Health Advisory to O into effect. The new policy refe"ed for f~nanc10I reasons to and Herrick will bnng s1g111ficanl 
o~en days, mghts and weeke?ds Com1mttee nor . MCHR . h~s doe~ not make doctors salaried, Highland Hosp1tal. improvements in emergency care 
with no fees charged for service. attempted to verify Herrick s _ . services in Berke)ey. In the long 
Such a uansformation _ from claim. Berkeley Community Health Adv1~ory Committee run major changes need to be 
two.class, fee-for-service medicine Berkeley's Clinics The reason~ for low-level professio~als, three ~re made in the organization and 
to a universal health system Fortuna1ely, Herrick's partic1pat1on m the Health representatives of commumty financing of the entire health 
financed by progressive taxes on emergency room is not the only Advisory Cornnuttee are not hard chmcs, and five are c~nsumers. system eliminating medicine for 
mco,ne and weahh will be a drop•in first-aid facility in to find. With six vacancies on the Laymen on the comnutt~e feel profit ' and replacing it with 
long time coming. In !he Berkeley. Three community 21·member comm.Htee it has been overw~elmed by the claJ~s of community and worker controlled 
mean11me. Berkeley residents clinics - the West Berkeley Health all but impossible to get a quorum expertise of health professionals universal health care paid for by 
must rely on existing services. Center, the George Jackson Clinic, of ~ I members at monthly in t~chnical ~d~cal areas. The progressive taxes. 

Herrick's Reform and the Free Clinic _ provide meetings. The lack of quorum has hospital admm1stators wear In the interim we can make life 
In response to pressure from drop•in and first•aid services. prevented the full committee everyone ~own wit_h_their haggling more livable (literally). People 

commumty groups and the Health These clinics take a substantial from approving the emergency for tentative, cond1t1onal language with information or complaints 
Advisory Committee's imminent load of drop•in and first•aid cases care subcommittee's report in the in reports. And finally, the about Herrick's emergency service 
report Herrick announced new off Herrick's hands. The Free 8 months since it was submitted, committee's lack of authority or policies should call MCHR's 
policies for its emergency room Clinic, for example, saw 38,000 and ~urther discouraged many over anythi?g more th~n its answering service at 824•5888, or 
effective March of this year. people in its first year of committee members. procedures 1s reflected in the write to Health Care Editor, 
Herrick's policy is. that "a operation from May 1969 to May As discouraging to some is the products of ils labors. Jis GRASSROOTS Box. 274, 
patient's financial status will not 1970 nearly twice the number fact that th~ committee is "Compre?,ensive Health Plan for Berkeley, CA '94701. Working 
have a bearing on wheth~r or Herrick saw in its emergency overloaded with health care Berkel~y, appr~ve_d and sent to together we can accomplish more 
when he is given treatnient m the room in the same period of time. providers. Of the 15 present the City Council in July 1970, than we can individually. 
emergency service." However, But the clinics are understaffed committee members four are gathers dust with other advisory 
Herrick qualifies this policy: and underequii,ped, and persons hospital administrators or doctors, committees' advice. * * * * * * * * * 
''lndige,11 patients not covered by in life.threatening conditions must three are other health 
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FREE CLINIC GEORGE 
JACKSON 

CLINIC 

From pt111!' l 0 
people to be patient advocates in 
places like Highland Hospital, but 
after a week the clinic was 
notified that the advocates were 
not wanted by hospital 
authorities. Hackett wants to start 
working on such ideas as a 
Patients' Union oriented toward 
political organizing to deal with 
emergency care at Berkeley or at 
Highland Hospital. 

Worker Control 
Hackett said that the clinic is 

worker controlled, rwt 
comnumity controlled. Within 
each section, people set their own 
policies and their own day-to-day 
work. Disputes are resolved by the 
governing board of the chnic. This 
type of organization, Hackett 
says, teaches doctors to accept 
criticism and to learn from people 
who are not doctors. 

Worker control without bosses 
1s comparatively non-alienatmg, 
he believes. Most shifts are run 

CITY 
health workers and neighborhood 
health workers. Now 535 has 
gotten substantial raises for the 
EEA workers, gained complete 
medical and fringe benefits, 
protection for their jobs, and 
recognition for the valuable work 
they are doing. 

Despite these gains, worker 
input into health department 
policy is limited. She cited a 
recent example where employees 
were able to participate in 
recruitment selection for a top 
position, but had no say in the 
final selection. 

And generally, she concluded, 
City Hall comes down on the 
Health Department director when 
the staff seems to be influencing 
decisions too much. 

Community Control 
It is obvious, Belchik also says, 

that the Health Department does 
not have community input, not to 
mention community control. Part 
of the problem is th3t many of 
the services are .. invisibl~." For 
instance, she sees a great many 
elderly, ill people who, alone and 
helpless, are inv1s1ble to policy 
makers and the general pubhc 
alike. Well•baby clinics are 
another such service that is not 
widely known to the public. 

ISCCF 
"Explanation is 

Part of the Cure" 
McAllister stressed agam that 

you must hear from the 
community what their problems 
are, get more information and 
then go back to them again. One 
or ISCCF's biggest efforts JS 

dtrected toward explanation 
because they believe that 
explanation 1s part of the cure. 
You can't have good med 1cme if 
there is mystification, and this is 
one of the major problems of 
heahh care today. 

If community organizers are 
good, they orgamLe themselves 
oul of a JOb. Community 
organizing should be a vehicle for 
getting irlformation from the 
community and then put11ng 
mformation tu work for the needs 
of the community, a continmng 
process of demystification. 

Berkeley"s Problems and Needs 
McAllister would like to see 

commun1ty•based govermng 
boards runnmg health fac1lit1es 111 
Berkeley. Health centers such as 
ISCCF can be consultants to the 
community boards. 

fairly collectively. When he left 
his job as SI 50 a month 
coordinator at the clinic, the job 
was collectivized.· He indicated 
that there are defects and virtues 
to worker control, that it takes a 
long time to decide on any one 
thing and carry it through. but ir 
is worth it. 

One thmg that he foels strongly 
about is the lack of 
communication among the clinics. 
lie would like a conference of all 
health workers in Berkeley to talk 
about mutual problems and 
strengths and the whole problem 
or gerring ripped off by the City 
and the Ilea/th Department. A 
conference could lay the 
groundwork for a lot that must be 
done m Berkeley for better 
medical care, he believes. 

Hackett also would really like 
to see a public hospital in 
Berkeley run on the lines of the 
Free Clinic, with community• 
worker control. 

WORKERS 

clinic was familiar with was a 
recent auto accident in which 
people were injured in Berkeley. 
They were treated in the 
emergency room (injured legs 
were treated) bur for further X 
ray work, they were sent to 
Highland llospital. One or the 
other major problems is lack of 
transportation for people to 
attend clinics and hospitals. The 
clinic, again as part of the BPP 
survival program, has a van that 
takes people to the clinic. For 
example, on Cl1ild llealth Day 
which is Wednesday. the van picks 
up parents in the commumty with 
children who wish to go to the 
clinic. One future goal is an 
ambulance for decent ambulance 
.service. 

Volunteer Workers 
All of the doctors are 

Belchik feels that many of volunteers and the workers in the 
these direly needed services will clinic are volunteers, also she said. 
be dropped ir the Berkeley Health She explained that a volunteer 
Department were absorbed by the may come in and work in one part 
Alameda County Health or the program such as TB 
Department, and that the public screening but the learning is so 
does not realize that this diverse that one learns about all 
eventuality is a distinct possibiJity aspects of medicine and also thar 
withm the next two to three one cannot separate medicme 
years. Not only would people lack from society. A workers may 
these services, but many of the T learn about TB screening and then 
workers would lose their jobs, WO N E N f S H E A L H will also learn how poor housmg 
especially the newer ones, such as worsens the condition. So that 
the community health workers, C O L L E C T I y E worker will have an intensive idea 
most of whom are Third World of the disease and can really deal 
women. Good Feelings strain oflack.of mcu1ey with the total of that disease 

In conclusion, Belchik believes The collective has a lot of Getting it All Together when he or she goes out into the 
that if the Health Department is resistance to doing anything that's Internally the collective has a community. In Berkeley, she said 
to keep up its many good services, excessively structured and lot of struggles and hassles. With there should be . """?re 
it needs c O m mun it Y hierarchical, and that necessitates the exception of two or three communication and coordmatton 
input/control, and that whatever a lot of meetings and work. There community health workers, between the various clinics and 
form is taken as regards are a lot of organizations that everyone is a volunteer, and the there should be less duplication of 
commumty control, it must seem to be together on the time they can give to the services. However, she stressed 
represent consumer intere st an~ it surface, and underneath there are collective is limited by strains in again that medicine in Berkeley 
m~sl hav~ power over someth mg really repressive things going on. their lives. Many of the women, if and places such as Highland 
pai~ful, hke the budget: She also Sometimes we fin the collective} they could get enough money to Hospital just reflect the profit 
believes t.hat tl!e ~uh.lie heait h feel like we're sitting 011 this big live on, would want to work most making motive and general 
workers, rn thetr dist_nctS, ar~ a mud pile. But it's 1110re real to of the time for the collective. As concept of medicine m this 
valuable resource of mformation have all the turnvil there. A lot of June and Marsha Jo said, 11zere is country. 
~or both the. needs of the people us have never worked in a place something of a division between 
m their d1stnct! and.the resources where they felt as good about the people who are going to school 
of co~mumty-mmded . aod people they were working with. who have made certain decisions 
commun 1 ty.control oriented On priorities, the women say, about their lives, who are going to 

Mobile Unit 
Since the clinic sees its mam 

work as preventative, the goal for 
the immediate future is a mobile people there. It has not been talked about spend 4 years going through 

inter'liew 
He believes that attempts to 

coordinate alternative community 
health resources at this time 
would only tax the energy and 
financial resources of the clinics, 
since there is no external funding 
available. At this point the only 
money for such coordination 
comes from the feds, and their 
goal seems to be cooptation, not 
true coord111ation. 

One of the greatest blocks to 
decent medical care for Berkeley 
people is I hghland llospital, the 
county hospital for Berkeley. 
Although McAIIJSter lun,sel[ has 
done a lot of patient advocacy 
with md1vidual patients, there has 
been no concerted attack on 
l11ghland. If Bobby Seale and 
Elaine Brown get elected in 
Oakland, then we can get moving 
011 l/1ghla1u/ llosp11a/. 

So far, McAlhsrer concludes. 
the free clm1cs have been like neas 
1mta1mg the regular medical 
111st1tut1ons, but the clinics and 
the people will have to move 
beyond rhe war of the flea to 
become somerlung capable ol 
get1111g a grip on the beast 

enough to say that we have medical school. They 're willing ro 
decided on our priorities. People put up with a certain amount of 
get interested in a project and alienation in order to have I he 
they make that their priority. power that you'll have at the end. 
Research also grows organically Some women are more interested 
our of the interests of women in other organizations in the 
working in a particular area, and if rommunity . ... 
treatment is not adequate, there is I think we have a lot of women 

unit which can bring medicine to 
the people and circle daily in the 
community and do the necessary 
physicals, examinations and 
screenings. This umt would be 
well equipped and have nurses and 
doctors in addition to the health 
workers. The clinic would be 

research needed for that; it's in the health collective who are in stationary with the mobile units 
pretty nwch a group-oriented, this kind of alternative stntcture circling the community. 
organic thing. because they don't want to have 

Working with the City to deal with all the shit that Socialist Medicine 
One of the 1najor problems has society lays on people and that Agam, she stressed the social 

been working wtth the City. therefore they 're not into getting basis of medicine. She pointed out 
Except for a small grant of money with grants (and other stuff) that in China there is a medical 
that the City gave them last because it means dealing with a worker just about in every street 
spring, the collective has received lot of things. But to take ourselves and every level of organi1at1on. 
no money from the Ciry Council seriously we have to do that The goal in China is to bring 
even though they do an enormous like going through the whole City medicine to the people. But, she 
amount of preventative medicine Council hassle. said that is because Chma is a 
(VO, nutrition, health education, That's another problem women socialist country and the U.S. is a 
and publicity for the I lea Ith have taking themselves seriously C'JpilaHst system and the medical 
Department). They had an enough to really deal with system is only part of the system. 
mterv1ew with Mayor Widener important things. We are a real For the future she would• 
before the budget decision, and, organization doing real thUlgs and env1s1on a .. large army of doctors, 
according to the collect1ve, he because of that we ha~•e to have nurses. technicians, to give to the 
wanted tn fund programs that certain comact i..,·ith the outside people all the benefits or tlus 
could get matchin.i: funds from lvorld, like it or ,wt. I think It S mdustnali,ed country." But thar 
the federal gm,,ermnem and we ... the whole way women have would take a total change in the 
kept trymg to tell him that the been dealt with and have to work system and the whole system has 
kind of programs that they/ feds/ with society. It's hard to get lo be changed, not just one part. 
walll to fund are not the kind of yourself out of that whole So, she said, it goes back again to 
programs we want to be. So the mentality, to go about seriously the question, "Whom Shall We 
collective faces the addttional dealing in an organized way. Serve?" 
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UNCLE JOHN'S BAND the self-appointed lup 
congregated. The result at folk 

This is a column about music. 
llopefully, It is the first of a 
regular series, which will be as 
regular as Grassroots is long. I'll 
be writing about the rock, folk, 
and jazz scene in Berkeley, trying 
to help people through the maze 
of clubs and performers. 

b C C OTTE'IJ clubs was an atmosphere or 
~ ■ • 0 general . hustle . and jive, with 

regulars clustenng around their 
result is that the unknown$, small-time idols and sneering at 

the unknowing college kids with 
their dates. It usually cost 70 
cents for a coke in a frosted glass. 
$2.50 to get in, and a lot of 
psychic energy before you could 

Part of this column involves a 
struggle against temptation. Rock 
writers love to expound on their 
inside view of the Stones' last 
tour, why they don't like Elton 
John, and the latest tribulations 
of the Jefferson Airplane. So 
much of that writing is such 
irrelevant after-the-fact 
ego-tripping and voyeurism that 
I'm tempted to try my own 
typewriter as a rock pundit. 
Surely 1 could do better. 

Meanwhile, a major void would 
be left unfilled. While 
mternational superstars are filling 
the Berkeley Community Theater, 
Winterland, and the Oakland 

however deserving, stay unknown, 
and that people miss a lot of good 
music. As an example, the Joy of 
Cooking was playing for years rn 
Berkeley before 1 (and lots of 
people I know) ever went to 
Mandrake's to hear them. 

So this column will be a 
people's guide to local music, 
trying to give people a better 
sense of the quality of music to be 
found at different local scenes. In 
addition, I'll try to discover good 
records which may be unnoticed, 
and give some advice on buying 
guitars and other musical 
instruments in Berkeley. And for 
those times when you have to go. 
1'11 use one forthcoming column 
on how to survive an evening at 
Winterland, a harrowing 
experience for the unprepared. 

Coliseum (al $3.50 a hit, on up), a Freight and Salvage 
well-developed local music scene For anyone into folk music, 
is trying to survive. This local Freight and Salvage is a joy. It is a 
scene consists of a number of totally unpretentious, friendly, 
clubs, some of which are rip-offs inexpensive folk-music club at 
and some of which truly serve the 1827 San Pablo, north of 
people; and of many, many University. There's no sign, and 
hungry musicians, some of whom the place is small, ~o lake down 
arc playing excellent music, with the address before you go. 
only modest ambition, limited Freight and Salvage provides a 
appeal or bad luck keeping them different environment from the 
from grea1er success. folk scene l was used to. I used to 

The problem is that it's hang around clubs in New York, 
impossible to find out what's Cambridge, and Chicago in the 
good locally, so instead of early and mid-sixties. Since rock 
dropping down to the Longbranch has only just begun to revive from 
to hear an unknown band, we save the Frankie Avalon doldrums of 
our money for the big night when the late fifties-early sixties, the 
our favorite hits Winterland. The folk and jazz scenes were where 

Qlqriatopl1er's .Au11io 

The best speake(@ 
on the market? It) 

-There's 

o good chance! 

J 

2578 Shanuclt Ave _ Berkeley 
Hours: Mon.•Fri 11am•6pm: .sa1 11 ■m•◄pm 

849-0718 

enjoy I he music. 
Perhaps it was never like that 

out here, though more likely the 
burgeoning of rock music has 
exerted a magnetic attraction for 
all the bullshit. In any case, 
Freight and Salvage has none or it; 
It is extremely mellow and 
friendly, so friendly that people 
actually talk to others than those 
they came with. I have seen a 
wide variety of people there: the 
usual Berkeley freaks, some very 
straight looking people, people in 
their 50's, families with kids. The 
crowd is usually older than rock 
crowds, and a good deal less 
freaky. 

It also has a lot of fun. People 
talk with performers both DECEMBER 16 & 17 
on-stage and off. The audience 
frequently sings along with songs. 
One night we had done so much 
singing during a Jim Kweskin set 
that we kept on singing long after 
Kweskin had left the stage for a 

10:00 AM-8:00 PM 

brea)c. 
Prices and food are also fine. 

The door charge varies with the 
quality of entertainment and the 

PAULEY BALLROOM 
U.C. CAMPUS 
BERKELEY 

DONATION-50< PER ADULT 
BENEFIT FOR LISTENER-SPONSORED RADIO 94/FM 

SPONSORED BY S.U.P.E.R.B. 

day of the week, but I've never 
seen it higher than $ 1.75, for a 
Saturday night. They serve great 
homemade brownies and 
Armenian orange bread, for 25 
cents, and teas which are refillable destruction of the California Her voice is not great: 
all night with hot water. There are dream ("hello, Pennsylvania/ sometimes it's thin and reedy 
no waitresses, just a counter, and California bye-bye"), another where it might be full. She just 
it all seems so easy you wonder about solving the problem of strums chords on the guitar; and, 
why it's not like that in other existential despair by becoming a while the backup piano plays 
places. rock-and-roll superstar ("me and son1C nice riffs, the back-up guitar 

These are just nice extras, of my band/will have 'em eating is only adequate. 
course, since a club stands or falls right out of our hand"). He also Yet the second surprise 1s that 
by its music. And the music, plays flowing, unflashy lead riffs, for me that didn't matter much. 
though limited to folk and soft which, while not particularly There's no pretension: she 
rock, is generall}' pretty good. The exciting, fit the songs well. understands her limitations and 
experience is different from what Chuck Hickox sings occasional doesn't try to make her voice do 
rock fans are likely to be used to: leads in a rough and interesting things ii can't. And the 
no overpowering sound, no voice, does some of the writing, expressiveness of the songwriting, 
driving beaL But there usually is a and plays piano. I really dug the delivery, and spoken words (I 
nice personal rapport between couple or songs of his that I've might say spoken songs) get me 
audience and artist that is heard, which have a sad-funny bey ond initial skepticism. She 
frequently absent when there's a Randy Newman flavor to them creates a particular mood, and 1f 
lot of technology in between. Bmg Nathan plays a tasteful, you can get mto 11 (lots of people 

The Moons clean-sounding electric and do), she provides a very mce 
Freight and Salvage has some aco~~tic b~ss-he adds very evening. She was just at Freight 

people appearing relatively pos1t1v~ musical energy as well as and Salvage, November 3rd and 
regularly wh(? bear mentioning. ground1~g. the group. The Moons 4th, and, though not scheduled 
One ot these 1s a group called the are a hvmg demonstration that during November, should be back 
Moons, formerly John Shine and mellow rock doesn't have to be soon. 
the Moons, formerly J~hn Shine. bland. They'll. be at Freight and Calendars for Freight and 
The .. Moons cons1~t, not Salvage on Friday and Saturday, Salvage can be picked up at music 
surpnsmgly, o'. John Shine, guitar November 24 a~d 25. stores around town, or you can 
and vocals, Bing Nathan on bass Rosahe Sorrels call them for information about 
a~d occasion.al vocals, and Chuck Another Freight and Salvage who's playing. One upcoming 
Hickox on piano and vocals. They regular, who always fills the place, night of particular note is 
are three talented musicians, who, is Rosalie Sorrels. She sings Thursday, November 30, when 
as far as I can tell, are at least country songs, accompanies Terry Garthwaite and Toni 
partly from Berkeley. herself on guitar, and.is backed up Brown, of the old Joy of Cooking, 

Their music is an easy-going by guitarist Ray Beirl and electric will be back together. 
funky rock, with overtones of jazz pianist Hoyle Osborne. 
nd country. If that description The first surprise on seeing ***** 
:::~se t~he: 0 ::na:~ tza::~ !t~ !~sa~i=sc~7;;:tsh::s:tr~t.,!:11 is~v:: From page 3 ; 

ifferent music in original ways. 30." She has a nineteen year-old CITY COUNCIL 
n relatively simple sounding son, a fourteen year-old daughter, VOTES ON RENT CONTROL 
ngs, for example, John Shine and, to hear her tell it through her 

ses inventive chord inversions songs, has been around quite a bit. 
nd jazz variation~ on chords She sings of trying to get back to 

ich liven the bad<Up. Or the her country home, of her children 
and may give an almost Cajun when young and growing up, of 
avor to a standard rock number. herself as a rambling woman, of 

I've heard them twice, neither her parents. She sings songs of 
irne with their present line-up of cowboy singer U. Utah Phillips, 
hree, though I imagme the and country standards hke Honky 

nt combination is a good Tonk Angel and Your Cheating 
ne. John Shine does most of the Heart. And she punctuates her 
I. 

ad singing, and plays acoustic singing by talking in a gentle, 
nd mellow electric guitar. He also funny way which blends naturally 
rites catchy songs, one about the into her songs. 

Charter Amendment, wished to 
intervene as a party in the law suit 
so that they could present a 
defense or rent control 
independent from the city's 
defense. Passage of this motion 
established that the city would 
support their efforts. Judge 
Bostick of the Alameda County 
Superior Court granted the 
request for intervention on the 
part of the Fair Rent Committee 
and other rent control supporters. 
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Coalition says 
The n~ly initiated "30 for 

40" campaign, a movement to 
lower the hours of city workers 
without lowering pay, was 
unanimously rejected by the 
Berkeley Coalition at a mee1ing 
on No\-ember 5. The Coalition. 
which supports in principle the 
idea of a shorter work week, 
disagreed with the specifics and 
strategy of the proposal made by 
the Commirtee for a Shorter Work 
Week, sponsor!t of the proposal. 

no to 30-40 
shorter hours at the same pay is 
considered to be a major step 
fomard in improving working 
conditions. Secondly, shortening 
the work "'e~ is seen as a 
solution to unemployment, 
insofar as employers may ha\e to 
hire more workers in order to 
keep production up. 

The Committee for a Shorter 
Work Week claims to be part of a 
nationwide movement, aimed at 
implementing the 30 for 40 
proposal nauon\l.ide . .\1embcrs of 
the Progressive Labor Party have 
been in the forefront of the 
movement, especially m terms of 
national coordination. Berkeley is 
the first place where the campaign 
has gotten underway. 

t r r 

The campaign tor "30 for 40" 
is presently gathering signatures to 
place an ordinance on the April 
ballol. This ordmance includes the 
following provisions. First, all 
workers employed by the city 
would get paid their present 
salaries at :!S~ fewer hours; that 
is, full-time workers at 40 hours 
per week would only work 30 
hours at no cut in pay. Second, 
the city would not be permitted 
to cut services, so would be forced 
to give overtilne or hire more 
workers. Third, the proposal 
would be financed only by 
increased taxes on businesses in 
the city. Fourth, businesses in the 
city with over 9 employees would 
be required to follow the 
provisions of 30 for 40 m order to 
get a business license. 

The Comminee admits that, on 
a citywide level, it is unlikely that 
the proposal can be made binding 
for private employers. Thus, the 
present ordinance campaign Neighbors Spawn Guerrilla Theatre 

The political thrust of the 
30-for-40 movement is twofold, as 
&een by the Commitlee for a 
Shorter Work Week. On one hand, 

affects only the city as an By Doug Brown 
employer._ To implement 30 for Friends and neighbors formed 
40, the. ~1ty would have_•~ spend the Flatlands Guerrilla Theater. 
an add1u.onal S4 to~ nulhon. for Their anti-war, anti-Nixon skit is 
the c~eation of a maximum. of 400 performed in parks, shopping 
new JObs. Presently the city gets centers and nea markets around 
abo_ut S600,000 out of . the the Bay Area. They appear, do 
busmess license tax, so b_usmess four minutes of mostly visual but 
taxes w.ould. have to be raised up to-the-point street theater, leaflet 
to ten times m order to pay for 30 and rap about the war with the 
to 40. crowd and then go on to another 

The Coalition made a number place. 
of arguments against the present "We had to find some 

meaningful way to relate to the 
elections and to the war iIT 
Southeast Asia. At first we 

continued on page 16 

A Personal Opinion 

Are We Losing Our 
by Andy Rodriguez those clean-cut American youths not being used; in fact, there 

People's Park today is certainly told him what he could do with hasn't been a child in the park all 
not the vision any of us had back his playing field and boycotted it day. The cultivated area is brown 
in 1969. Once it was a great as much as anyone else. The park and dying. The food planted "for 
unifying force, first in joy and belonged to all of us, and as long those who need it" is rotting 
then in defiance, for all the as the fence was up, we were unharvested. The grove of trees, 
different types of people who united in our defiance. But since once the center of park activity, 
make up Berkeley. The park had the fence came down, that spirit has been appropriated by a few 
the reputation of being the of unity has died. Now, to put it squatters. The community 
exclusive creation of a few street bluntly, the park is a disgrace to bulletin board has disappeared, 
people and student radicals, but it all it once stood for. It has either to feed campfires or to 
was mu'Ch more than that. In the degenerated into a symbol of all build the semi-permanent shacks 
weeks before May 15, little old that is wrong with Berkeley of the park's new owners. It's 
ladies from the hills donated today, and no amount of rhetoric obvious that the park no longer 
nowers and shrubs to make the can change that. belongs to the people. Although 
park nicer. The fifty thousand People's Park on a warm nobody is saying anything, there 
people who marched on Memorial Sunday afternoon. The grassy area is a boycott even more effective 
Day after the fence went up is dry and usable, but there are than when the fence was up. It's 
weren't all students and street fewer than ten people sitting also obvious that if things don't 
people. And, when Reagan around. It's been like that all day. change, if and when the 
declared the area a playing field (At the same time, two blocks University decides to put up 
for the special use of the away, Willard Park is full almost another fence, not too many 
fraternity and sorority types, to crowding.) The swing sets are people will really care. 

considered different ways we 
could collectively deal with 
elections and the war. We even 
talked about clandestine stuff. We 
didn't know how to relate to the 
elections. Most of us didn't want 
to work directly for McGovern." 

The characters appear: a 
Vietnamese man and child. A 
Vietnamese woman. Nixon with a 
hand puppet of himself. A person 
as an airplane, a bomber. Another, 
a helicopter who is also ixon 's 
armed guard. A chorus. About a 
dozen people all together. 

"The war issue was being 

Park 7 
• 

obscured in the press. We felt we 
had to find a way to increase 
people's war weariness. Few of us 
had theater experience, but we 
thought through the medium of 
street theater we could reach 
those who were vacillating, people 
like us, freaks, people who would 
respond.'' 

LADIES AND GE TLEMEN, 
I GIVE YOU THE PRESIDENT 

OF THE UNITED STATES 
Thirteen people participate 111 

the skit although only nine or ten 
are needed for a performance at 
one time. Jenny plays Nixon this 
week. Before it was George, who 
is 6'7" tall. Sandbird, age eight, 
played the Vietnamese child, and 
Paul, also eight, was an American 
bomber with dollar sign insignia 
on the wings. Ken and Ann 

Is People's Park dead? Maybe it alternate as the helicopter. 
is. In spirit anyway, even though Melody plays a Vietnamese 
the land is still there. In 1969 the woman. Stan a Vietnamese man. 
park blossomed without any help The skit is set up so that the 
or interference from bureaucrats. performers rotate characters. Next 
~eople gave and worked and built performance Francis will play the 
1t up by themselves. Today that Vietnamese man. The 
feeling is gone. No one seems to chorus-Arthur comes in his old 
care what happens out there 
anymore. 

It could be that the park has 
outlived its time. When UC tore 
down badly needed student 
housing and then let the land sit 
idle, it made a lot of people 
legitimately angry at the things 
the University could do merely 
because it held title to the 
property. There was a crying need 
for open, green space in the area 
and the community took 
advantage of the opportunity to 
create the park. Today Willard 
Park exists and fills that need. 

[And, while we are on the 
subject, Frances Willard was an 
American feminist in the 1890s. 
As president of the WCTU she 
made of it ''an organizational 
school for women all acrnss the 
country to prepare women to take 
part in political life through the 
suffrage movement." Willard Park 
and Union lligh arc the only park 
and school in Berkeley named for 
a woman] 

11 People's Park \\ere really 
ceded, p~oplc \1.1,uld ,.._t an 11 up 

business suit toting a satchel . 
Judith appears as Rosie the 
Riveter. Bruce plays a student 
type and Judy a social worker. 

"We have three babies among 
us to take care of so one of the 
things we had to work out was 
child care. On October 14, Sylvia 
took care of the babies so we 
could do the skit at the San 
Francisco march. 

"We started with a core group 
of five and as soon as we decided 
on street theater as the way we 
would reach people on the 
elections and the war we brought 
in other friends and neighbors. We 
feel like we've set a good example 
for other neighborhoods al).d 
other movement people. After we 
worked out a script we designed 
some costumes and bought what 
material we needed for about ten 
dollars." 

A PEACE IN VIET'lA\1 
A PIECE OF ARTILLERY 
~ PIECE OF TIIE OIL FIELDS 

\ PIHi· OF TIil \CTIO 
"The L 1st llt11l' id pr 1p arl' 

• dnd u I t\\ouldn·t tht} 'I Bu, 
basic d II plL \\ e llC\\ th.It 
the ur crstJndm f lie kit 
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tt ey Jui f ,\.\ it is, the p:1rk i..,n t 
that :ittr.1diH· .m alll'ru.ali,e lo 
maml·d qudent hou,ing. 

Tht slu uldn t b t kc JS 1 

nlug fc r th L mvcr:::.11} s nbn 
But the land shoul,.J he used lor 
v.lia!cver does tht· most good lor 
the most people Lnless 
somcthm~ 1s <lone lO bnng 
People's Park back under 
community control, "saving the 
park" will become a phony issue. 

l: uldr. t he 
w rd I 
thr 
th 
per 
school I or their Vietnam day. 

"\\c thmk maybe we're ready 
now to try some other skits. 
Maybe one we could do inside the 
welfare office. We also thought 
about one on rent control and one 
for the Berkeley spring elections." 
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ELECTION '72 
ISLAND 
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TNE BER.ICELEY 
Frank Daar Advocates of the Patient 

Perke/ey Interview 

It seems a bit Pollyana-ish to though the 7th District has been of the student and black vote in The city made a step in 
try to find the relevance of the expanded into new white and city elections, was smashed 31, right direction when it placed a 

the people about services provided by 
the Berkeley Health Department. 

local election results to radicals conservative areas, Ron still has a 848 agamst, 26,537 for.. Put lot of Emergency Employ~nt Gre.aiest Needs Now? 
while surrounded by the national reliable base for his support of together by a centrist Democratic Act people 111 the various climes. Aside from the great need for 

What Are the 

Nixon landslide. A landslide radical activities. -Republican coalition and backed It showed faith in the concept of medical staff and physician-nurse 
obtained, moreover' by painting Then there was the strong by an expensive campaign the clinics. !laving been a health time, the next greatest need is 
the mild establishment reforms by showing of the PACE environ- (featuring a mailer with DelJums' aide with Berkeley Public Health Lransportallon. The Red Cross is 
McGovern as mad, irresponsible mental slate in the local district picture on it implying that Ron Department, Sarah Walker rea_Hy rigid and cannot respond to daily 
and radical ideas. Still, the local elections. EBMUD, Regional Parks favored the proposal), and knows the value of community needs and crises of people. What is 
results, minute a speck as they are and AC Transit boards have hysterical support from the health workers. Good' commumty needed is on-call transportation 
on the moonscape of national control over large budgets and Gazette, the normally low-energy health workers are hard to find. that can take a patient 
reaction, indicate a continued make important political decisions people behind this measure It's very intangible and hard to immediately to Herrick or 
consolidation of a local electoral as to who pays for and who seemed to have pushed incredibly define, but community health 
base responsible to radical ideas. receives what kind of services. hard on this one. The League of work is not menial labor. These llighla nd• 

First, Ron Del\ums won EBMUD for example has financed Women Voters which usually workers have an insight and As for future plans, Right now 
re-election rather handily, beating expansion of services in the takes ten years of study before knowledge of the community that the center is at a point of 
Hannaford by more than 40,000 suburban districts by increasing deciding to scratch an item - you cannot buy. They should be a~ment and we will see what we have done so far. We will sel 
votes and taking over 55% of the charges to the core city residents took a stand in favor of M. Hill seen as advocates of the patient. priorities and then say what we 
total vote. The victory is all the of Oakland and Berkeley (as does precincts, where you usually can Foremost on their mmds should will be doing in the future. 
more impressive as Hannaford and PiGiE). For all their potential, tell where the handful of activists be helping people in the Strategies have 10 be gone O\'er. 

Cortese bo~1 th ran ~xp;nt~iv_e ~~:~ewa~;a;ds f~!ve Yb::~ vi:~t~~ ~~edby ;he ~~t tta\ therde is so;~e ~~:.mu~!~: g::~e~ h:l;;;~ats:~: Perhaps the clinics should get 
campaigns an e sprea o ctr r m o po 1 1ca p acar on e • together much roore than they 

~:/_t;e~i'umi:r~~~~1io f~,;~;1m~:~ :;~;~:dbe~~~k~n~'.i"fo;e~:~t~~ ~~nqu:;;:/~:~~;_et;;";'~;::.e!i: ~;~~~it~o ::!~ su~t~~:: t~~ ~~~:~:t thr:e:-s:iin~~te~:1\e::: 
Hannaford campaigned directly serve, retiring in mid-term so a on M probably represents the patient gets the needed care, and different populations and they 

a::~:~' R(d~~;~ rt~gica~i~~iv~:i~~ya~~ ~~:u;;~~t ,,c~~~e t~~n th;~st ~ madximud~ ~ang~ o'. th; lft/ibert t~~tor:lsoTh:p:i~smu~~ty P:!:~:~ should be able to coexist in the 
r r 1 • an ra 1ca voe m er e ey. n • Berkeley community. 
an effort to portray Ron a'!' a the PACE campaign was not campus and Black areas the "no" workers also do a lot to educate 
do-nothing big mouth), while particularly radical the vote ran a fuU 75% and we got a A•§§§..:errr-~-"'r"...~~~W+-"'r"...'r-§...,••17r•'%., ... ...,,, __-n:r:a..,fl'...,1".L."U 
trying to pass himself off as a campaign was radical by third of the vote in the hills. The 
later-day Jacob Javitls. Cortese association. One merchants group M vote is an indication of I . t . 
picked up an anti-"lnternational in Oakland sent ·out a mailing to opportunity and c_hallenge for left eco ogts tCS 
Jewish Conspiracy" vote \115 its members warning them that electoral efforts m Berkeley. l 
primary piece of campaign this was another attempt by the campus and Black alliance can 
literature was a book called None Dellums to des~z~ capitalism in ?e ~aintained, w~ h~ve an by Selina Bendix 
Dare Call It Conspiracy, a John the g~eater Bay. The mcr~d1ble opportumty m th~ It's often said that the United potentially useful minerals should 
Birch Society-sponsored rehash of t:~:a~c , success of lhc corn1~g rent-control a?d council States Bureau of Mines (USBM), a be available for wilderness 
the "International Jewish Com- tliei·rd vg_awa. and Jefferds effor_ts election~ to take workmg control part of the Interior Department, is preservation; minerals are more 
munist Conspiracy" mixed ( 1ctones were the first m of the city. . subservient to industry. 1 never important than peace of mmd. 
liberally with a garbled version of countless years against any In the last two days the Gas1et realized how bad the situation • We need a bigger Canal 
radical research into the role incumbents in these districts), has ha~ a column by Mike Culbert really was, until I heard Donald R because the Panama Canal can't 
tax-exempt foundations play in together w~tl_1 the strong showing concedmg. the future of the town Irving, from the San Francisco handle the big new ships on the 
the making and marketing of made b~ Sm and the vote on M to us radicals and a ne~s story USBM office, give a talk at the drawing board. Who cares about 
American foreign policy. Cortese's are testtmon~ t~ th_e strength of about Tom McLaren saymg th~t Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory what happens if you bring 
candidacy did undoubtedly record ~he counter-ms~1tu~1ons growing he does ~ot ~Ian to run .~gam (formerly known as the Lawrence Atlantic and Pacific tropical 
many anti-Dellums votes that m our commumty m_ the face of ~ecau~ it will take a . very Radiation Laboratory) on Octo- marine animals into contact with 
wouldn't have bothered to make a the. usual ?ews mamp~lation by hberal . slate to stop us. _wu_h the ber 25_ Mr. Irving's topic was the each other for the first time? 
choice be1_;-1een t,':"o me? who locaJ establishment media. other s_1de already thro_wmg m the "Outlook for Mineral Resources, • Environmentalists mustn't be 
were b?th leftists in their eyes. ln Berkeley, ballot meas~re M, !owe) 11 would be a pity to blow with Emphasis on Energy allowed to interfere with the 
Thus il would seen, that even an attempt to reduce the unpact lt. M. l ,. building of super-highways to 

1~t\h(,{W(..{~att~~W(.(~Qh'4t\h(,{W(.(~t\h(;{W(..{~att~t\h(,{Wf.( 1
';;;:r!~olating present trends, make it easy for things to get to 

USBM predicts that by the year super-harbors served by super· 
From page 15 .• -- with the sponsors of the 30 for 40 unions. They also felt that the 2000 we could be in the position transports. What if we do stir up a 

30 x40 proposal and suggested a cutoff only new jobs created should not of importing $6 billion a year of Little mercury when we dredge the 
line of $8,000 yearly inco1nc in be lower•pai~ ~nes. . nonmetals, $36 billion worth of harbors or increase the size of oil 
order to qualify for 30 to 40. Th.is The Coal~tlo~ resolution _r~ad metals, and $22 billion of oil, spills from the new tankers; it's proposal. First, while some 

administrators are excluded from 
the pwposal, the police and 
highly paid professionals 
employed by the city would be 
covered by 30 to 4Q_ Thus, about 
$ 1.5 million would go to the 
police department to hire new 
policemen, with a large 
proportion of additional increases 
going to highly paid personnel. 
The Coalition was strongly 
opposed to using such a large 
chunk of city funds for this 
purpose. 

would lower the cost to the city as foUows._ 'The Coaht1on coal., etc. to burn in electrical good for business! 
to under $2 million, or one-third resolves that 1t cann~t ~~p~ort the power plants. This would • Anti-trust laws are interfering 
the cost, and still create about present 30 for. 40 m1t1at1ve and obviously have an intolerable with the ability of big compames 
one-half the amount of new jobs asks the Comn11ttee_ for a Shorter effect on (1) our national to get together on joint research 
as was in the original proposal. It Wo:k Week to consider a ~easure security' as it would make us projects to figure out economical 
would eliminate large increases to w_htch ~ould excl_ude pohce and dependent upon imports; and ways of using low-grade ores. 
the police department and to h1gh-p_a1d pr~fess1onals and_ be (2) our balance of payment~ * We'll have brown•outs in 
professionals. Members of the effe_ctlvely directed at pnvate problem. California within IO years if we 
Coalition suggested support for 30 busme~s. It further_ ~sks _that the What's the answer? Cut down don't stop the environmentalists 
for 40 with that provision. Conuruttee ~hould JOm with other on unnecessary use of electricity from stopping construction of 

However, the Committee for a groups co~ing together around and develop good recycling nuclear power plants. Safe? Of 
Shorter Work Week felt that it the Coaht'.on to develop. a systems? Of course not. Leave it course they're safe! 
was too late to revise its proposal. comprehe?s1ve program . f?r JOb to the Private Enterprise system! • There is a shortage of coal 
Further. they argued that such a restr~ctunng,. _new policies on It's the anti-trust laws and those miners. Of course, this isn't due to 
limit_ati?n wo_ukl make it d_ifficult workm~ cond_1t1ons, and new way.~ pesky environmentalists that are the high death rate in mines that 
to tie _m their proposal _with t~e of deahng with unemployment. gumming up the works! Why, don't comply with safety 
strategies of la~er mdustnal by Lenny Goldberg we've hardly started digging up regulations or to the high lung 
1f 1f 1f 1f 1f 1f 1f )f 1f -f )f 1f )f 1f )f 'f 'f 'f 'f 1f 'f 1f 1f 1f the United States for minerals_ .. disease rate in nunes that don't 

P I G These are the problems that comply ~ith health regul~t,ons. 
From page 3 • • • ~ ... ?....•...,'%u•v:II Mr. Irving sees: * Environmental quahty stan• 

Second. members of the 
coalition argued that taxing 
businesses so heavily would hurt 
Berkeley working people by 
raising prices in the city. For 
example, the Co-op would ha\'e to 
pay an additional SI 00.000 in 
taxes. \\ hich would of necessity This includes control or the U.C. Caucus, Black Panther Party, anv 
be reflected in higher food prices. campus police because-to borrow other community groups 1s 

Third, job restructuring was a metaphor from the enemy developing a strong program on 
raised as a leading priority m camp "they are two fingers on community control of police to 
reorganizing the city bureaucracy. the same hand:' The joint patrol bring before the people. 

* "Environmental regulations dards should be restricted to those 
threaten major disruptions of that can be implemented _at a 
some domestic mineral produc- reasonable cost. Industry will be 
tion." o mention of what glad to stop making you sick with 
present methods of mineral their effluents if they can do it 
production are doing to foul the cheaply. If not, I g_uess we're 
air and the water. expendable. What will happen The timing of 30 for 40 comes agreement allows the U.C. Part of the program consists of 

into conflict with far-reachmg pohce a military arm of Reagan's several proposed city ordinances 
proposals for job restructuring, a reactionary state administration dealing with control and review of 
Coalumn priority. to exercise political power via the police policies and actions. 

Finally. people argued that the barrels of their guns in the streets demilitarization of the police 
main focus of the 30 for 40 of Berkeley. department. employment policies 
proposal should be the private A strong program on pohce (including a residency require
business sector. \\hich cannot be will be an essential part of the ment). and agreements with other 
rC£ulated by the city. The left's electoral strategy. Efforts to police forces. 
c;mmittee for a Shorter Work limit police power provide the The proposed ordinances will 
Week was urged to link up with sharp line necessary to separate be presented to the City Council 
industrial unions and propose progressive from reactionary or f~r approval or placement on the 
statewide. not cit}'\\ide, liberal candidates in the elections. April 1973 ballot. If the council 
initiati\'es. A Police Issue Group, formed by ·refuses to take either action, the 

Prior to the Coalition meeting. members of the Coalition, Black Police Issue Group will circulate 

* Withdrawal of lands to be when the day comes that they 
preserved as wilderness "may dis~over they've poisoned off 
adversely affect domestic mineral their market? Can we stop them 
development." No land with before it gets to this point? 

If you want to find out more 
'f 1f 1f 1f 'f 1f 1f 1f about the Bureau of Mmes, write 

petitions to place the ordinances to their Office of Mmeral 
on the ballot. The group is now Resou_rces, 450 Golden Gate, San 
building a broad coalition of Francisco, CA 94 I 02, and ask 

them for Lnformation about their 
activities and publications. 
Perhaps the feeling that the public 
is breathing down their necks will 
have a constructive effect? 

progressive organizations to back 
the drive. Those interested in 
becoming involved in this work 
should contact Dan Siegel at 
658-3124. 

members of the coalition met-----------------------------------------------
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